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BUYS PROPERTY

BALL PARK FOR LORDSBURG
ANIMAS VALLEY
FOR A STATION REPORT BRINGS
At a meeting of the Lordsburg
urst Cify Election
O. G. King is rusticating
Judg
baseball fans the last of the weel
The Continental 051 Company.
XT
at
the
ranch for a few days.
was
it
to
decided
grand
build
a
Inc., has purchased four lots inJ
MEN TO ARMS
and fence the park located
Place Tuesday stand
Takes
Block 6 of Brown's addition to the
R. S. Burns, who came here
on the McGrath track west of town.
What was probably the highest
town of Lordsburg
from J. S.
from Texas last winter, is prosLordsburg's first city election The cost will come to ?r2G.O?, not pecting for water near Pratt, and
Brown and will soon erect an oil pitch of excitement ever aroused in
including
labor.
the
Lordsburg,
was
Contractor
manifest
Sunday
service station here.
will take place Tuesday. April
if successful in his search, for
about 5) o clock when a 25th. The week has been un- Willia'ii McSwain presented the water,
The Continental OH "Company evening
will locate a claim there.
figures,
wero
telegram
d
which
accept
unanwas received here from eventful as regards progress of
has been considering this innova Separ, eighteen
imously.
There
be
9100
will
east,
telling
feet
miles
Those
who have orchards in
the campaign launched at a meet- of lumber in the grand stand and
tion lor some time past, and the of the approach of a band of
.he
valley
report that there is a
purchase in not altogether unexing
ago.
of
citizens
week
the
a
1300 feet in the fence. It is ex
armed Mexicans, who
pected. The new service station were alleged
chance for a fair apple crop this
The ticket as given before is in pected that much of the labor
by
will
to
been
seen
have
season. Although the peaches
is near the plant of the Lordsburg
party of tourists, who were the field and will doubtless be be donated.Power Company and from it vari lunching
elected.
Harry Wright was elected chair- were entirely destroyed by the
near Separ. Simultaneous consumers of crude oil, gaso
The judges of the eleetion will man of the Lordsburg Baseball As- cold weather, some of the plums
ously the word was received by
line, kerosene, and the various the operator in Deming and a posse be Frank R. Coon, J. A. Leahy sociation. W. T. Prinley was chos- have escaped up to this time.
Continental products will be sup- organized
there to protect No. 9, and H. L. Gammon. The clerks: en as manager and captain of the However, as we were visited by
plied.
on the Southern Pacific, which was toward Boyd and George Haydon team and Jack Leonard and Wm. a killing frost last May, it is too
The station will give employ- about due to leave.
Every citizen should be on hand McSwain empowered to order the early to forecast the first crop
ment to several men and will be
According to all accounts the for the election Tuesday and cast erection of the grand stand and with any certainty.
a big asset to the town in filling rue version of the affair was t
vote, the editor fence the park
a
A pedagogue employed in a
local wants.
Sunday the ball players got totwo women and a man traveling ial columns of this week's Liberal
eastward in an automobile rushes contain further comment on the gether and had a
which chool just across the Arizona
SUIT ENTERED AGAINST 85
border, evidently believing that
showed up some good material.
into the telegraph office at Separ
A Santa Fe, N. M., news dispatch Sunday night, telling the tele election.
Those who have contributed tc he was making money too slowly,
dated April 17, carries the follow- grapher that they had been eating
the baseball fund and were not sold a large number of his friends
ing information:
Chicago.
mentioned in last week's paper are : a formula for making soft soap,
lunch about two miles west of SeSuit was filed in the federal par, on the Borderland route, and BALLARD STABBED BY MEXICAN
Ira Johnson, $50; Scott Garage, and the soap a3 demonstrated
Holmes Maddox of Animas was
$15; J. H. Fitzpatrick, A. J. Leon- was a wonder. Some of the .
elected an alternate for delegate court today by the government, had seen a band of armed, mountthrough
United States District At ed Mexicans, numbering about sevenE. M. Sawyer, of Tyrone, N. M.
On the road to the Playas val ard, Ronald Egon, each $5; W. T. credulous ones mortgaged their
Other delegates were appointed torney, Summers Burkhart, against ty-five,
moving westward. The ey about a mile southwest of Brinley, $3; A. Locklear and Mrs. homes to buy state rights. When
Mining Company names of the parties were not se
from Hurley, Santa Rita, Silver the Eighty-Fiv- e
eidendorf Monday afternoon. M. M. Stevens $2.50 each; Suprise the supply of prospective
City, Fierro and Central. No reso- and A. P. Warner, atLordsburg, on cured nor could their destination W. A. Ballard a well known goat Grocery, $2.
was
exhausted, the
six counts, charging violaton of be traced. Immediately the news
It is requested that those sub smooth soap man departed
lutions were adopted.
Perfect jthe
raiser of the Playas was stabbed scribing
'twixt
immigration lawvby the import- was spread broadcast.
harmony prevailed at all times.
amounts
not
already
paid
back by a Mexican named kindly deposit
daylight,
the
dark
and
they
have
and
in
L. H. Bartlett of Santa Rita was ation of workmen to be employed
throughout
was
same
announced
with the First not seen him
It
esGonzales
who
made
his
later
worst
The
since.
,as
at
defend
drillers
diamond
the
Lordsburg and the men brought
National Bank to the credit of the
elected chairman of the convenof the matter is, the formula
ants mines. The sum of ?1,000 is lorward all the arms contained in cape.
baseball association.
tion, and Carl Comstock,
Ballard and trie Mexican who
asked in damages oh each count the town, supplying those not
Morris & Wright have donated wont make soap, soft or otherThe men mentioned as having been equipped and preparing for any was one ot his employees came suits to the Lordsburg Baseball wise. It is not safe to mention
imported from Canada are David thing that might arise.
to Lordsburg Monday morning Club. The suits will be
DENIES EXTRADITION
It v
the best soft soap in that district
:i ;
a
j
t
t r f
Governor G. W. P. Hunt of Ari Donald, Richard Baker, Fred Law announced in all the churches and for the Mexican to receive medi- quality manufactured by Spauld- Lumber is being hauled to the
messengers visited all the homes, cal treatment Mr. Ballard tranzona, on Monday of last week,
Desloges.
is telling of the report from Separ. sacted business at the local bank mg and will have the lettering XT ranch for a modern cottage
son,
It
William
and
argument
after hearing
for the
to be built at that place.
in the complaint that the The women and children were ad' and it is believed that Gonzales "Lordsburg Peppers."
honoring of the requisitions on allegedand
Travers Diamond Drill vised to go to the schoolhouse, thought he carried with him some
Smith
George F. Gardiner and C. E. Pet- IN FAVOR OF HOSPITAL
Company entered into where lights were dimmed and money. The couple were returntingall in connection with the fail Contracting
-- WALNUT
WELLS
known to the defend guards stationed. Patrols were ing in a wagon and after they
There
has been much favorable
ure of the Peoples' Bank & Trust ,an agreement
men
to
Canada
ant
send
irom
the
.organized
of
borders
and
the
the
Co., of Silver City, refused to honor
had passed Leidendorf the Mexi comment launched within the
Mrs. Eliza T. Brittian is sotown carefully watched.
same on the ground that he would Into New Mexico.
can turned upon Ballard "with a past week for the establishment journing in Hachita with friends.
Constable Oscar Allen and
not permit "citizens of Arizona
sharp knife stabbing him in the of a Ladies' Hospital for Lordsmounted posse left at once for S back four times. There wa3 no burg. Since the incorporation of
C. 0. Wils and family haue reto be returned to another state to
CLIFTON LINES UP TEAM
par and scoured the country where altercation between the two and this City it is believed
turned to their ranch after an
be railroaded to the penitentiary."
that
the
That in substance was his reply to
The baseball bug is alive in Clif- the Mexicans were alleged to have the attack was most vicious.
assistance of the legislature, both extended stay in Deming.
the arguments of Assistant Dis- ton. Last Sunday the fans got been seen. The place where the
in the erection and maintenance
jumped
man
The
stabbed
Wm. McKinney and Bob Stid-hatrict Attorney Vaught of New together, brought out the baseball auto party lunched was found but
of the institution, could be
have gone to Mexico to join
Mexico, and the assistant attor- boys and started things humming no trace of horses could be found from the wagon, and out-rathe Scouts at the front.
ney general of Arizona, who as- Clifton expects to have a first class .at any place in the country. No Gonzales, reaching the Nellie Bly secured.
Lordsburg is greatly in need of We were visited with the
ipersons had seen any Mexicans mine where he fainted from the
team.
sisted Mr. Vaught on request.
Lordsburg also expects to have a and no news of any character was 0S3 of blood. Col. B.W.Randall a hospital and should the project promise of a near rain on the 12th
brought him to Lordsburg where not be too burdensome one should followed by a heavy frost.
BUYS HANDSOME BUICK
first class team; so there the mat ascertained.
Lordsburg
in
Meanwhile
the
teams
two
agent
have
until
the
Earle Kerr, local
the wounds were dressed by Dr. be established along the same
for the ter stands
Don Philps of Cloverdale was
citizens armed themselves and Crocker. .Mr. Ballard was able lines as the general hospitals at
Buick Motor car, sold Dr. E. C. an opportunity to fight it out.
in our community again last week
were prepared for any attack. It to walk but was very weak.
Silver City and Deming.
DeMoss a handsome new six cylThe two local practicing physi- looking over his fences.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Walter is estimated that over 300 armed
inder roadster, which will arrive
A posse was organized by S.M.
here in a very short time. The Foster, of Duncan, Ariz., a son, on men and boys gathered in the Chase, Joe Olney, Russell Wing cians have extended liberal conMrs. Arther McKinney has
streets ready to meet whatever and, Eugene Montague who tributions and with the support moved from Emery Canyon to
sale was made Monday.
April 8.
might come. The crowd was or
of the mines, railroads and inderly and every man kept cool motored to the scene of the stab- dividual interests is is quite pos- Columbus.
wagon
bing.
in
was
The
traced
W. C. Massey is busy building
Some took various stands oh the
sible
a hospital could be fence and putting in new land on
east side, while everyone was ready to the Animas side of the valley. made athat
realization with the prop- his entry.
A posse from the 85 mine of
for protecting the town.
energy
er
behind it.
joined
pursuit
in
ten
men
about
9
up
an hour
Number was held
W. H. Brittian and family now
from
a
of
citizens
at Deming, where railroad offi- and numher
STATE OFFICIALS HERE
occupy
the Walter Evans place,
cers, and attaches of the sheriff's Lordsburg aided in scouring the
On a tour of New Mexico to in- having moved out further from
pff ice organized a posse of 30 men mountains in search of Gonzales, spect the public schools, State Suwho accompanied the train to The bloodhound kept here by the perintendent of Public Instruction the border.
Lordsburg. Two machine guns Southern Pacific was taken to the Alvan N. White and State SuperinKent Steen who made a swing
were mounted on the train. Num scene but neither at nignt or in tendent of Industrial Education L. around the country for several
ber 9 arrived here at 1 o'clock a. the morning would he take the C. Mersfelder, both of Santa Fe, days has returned and says he
m. with all lights dimmed.
The trail which had been discerned arrived in Lordsburg Wednesday. saw nothing so good as our
Be
Onr
Deming men mounjted their ma by the posse.
They are traveling in an automo- valley.
chine gun at points most suited in
bile.
morn
during
night
and
All
the
Why dont the various canditown and offered their aid to the ing
The two state officials, in comand far into the afternoon
WE Are HEADQUARTERS For All GOOD THINGS To EAT
Lordsburg men. By 3 o'clock the
for county offices get their
dates
pany with County School Superinexcitement had subsided and the the country was throughly search tendent Isabel L. Eckles Monday names before the public, that we
Both in Canned and Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Deming people returned home on ed but the man was not found.
began a vist to the rural schools may have some show to investi4
102
o'clock.
at
.No.
Lof
and
Grant county. The first days' gate their claims as to fitness for
Following
the
We are Receiving Daily
During the rest of the morning
office?
itinerary
included Fierro,
Selling Them at a Pricé That AnyBISHOP HERE
the Lordsburg men kept vigil and
Santa Rita, Arenas and Cendid not leave their posts until
Responsible parties would buy
Bishop Schuller of El Paso and tral. Tuesday the party made a
one Can Afford to Eat Them.
and 8 o'clock.
trip down the Mimbres river and stocked cattle ranch up to $100,000
were
Deming
of
Carnot
Father
To further the excitement there
and
the Wednesday they visited White Sig- vmIuo. Must be good vanve Westwere rumors circulated that the distinguished visitors here
to
Tyrone
nal,
replies
to
on
and
then
Address
stock.
Monday
On
week.
of
the
Mexicans at the 85 Mine were act first
ern Liberal.
ing suspiciously and that "trou afternoon a reception was held
A.
Mrs
and
of
J.
Mr.
home
at
the
ble was brewing." Men from
Nice Green spinach, per bunch 5 cts.
Lordsburg went up to the mine and Leahy where a large number of
found that conditions there were local people met the bishop.
Fresh Asparagus tips, 2 bunches for 25cts.
peaceful and the camp void of any
Nice firm head lettuce 5cts the head.
Sundry reports were HACHITA PRISONERS HERE
disturbance.
Turnips, fresh from Cal. lOcts the bunch.
told of how the men were sending
Carrots lOcts the bunch.
their women folks to Lordsburg
Deputy sheriff Schrimpser and
during the evening and how they R. W. Murry of Hachita were
Beets lOcts the bunch.
had gathered together about
here Wednesday afternoon bringFresh green onions 5cts the bunch.
o'clock. However, all was well at ing withthem three prisoners who
Fresh red radishes, 5cta the bunch.
.the camp.
are to have a hearing before Jus
Nice large Cauliflower 2 heads for 25cts,
While the affair or Sunday night tice C. W. Marsalis Saturday.
of
not
action
lid
necessitate
the
Rhubarb 31bs. for 25c.
Kerby Marsh was one of the
Our New Shipment is Complete
the organized force, it gave the peo
Sweet spuds 41bs. for 25cts.
men,
Marsh was charged witn
pie an idea of what would be done
Celery lOcts, and 15cts the bunch.
in case of trouble. Our men are having shot George Ratlich on a
WE CAN SUPPLY YOUR WANTS
prepared and were given an oppor ranch near the Mexico line Tues
21bs.
peas,
25cts.
Green
for
Fresh
sent
injured
was
day.
The
man
to
show
tunity
their colors.
Strawberries 15cts the box.
to an LI raso Hospital, where he
Large Fla. Grape fruit 3 for 25cts.
CHIEF DEPUTY APPOINTED may die, the officers bringing
Sheriff Herbert J. McGrath has Marsh here for trial. The shoot
Best Eating apples. 31bs. for 25cts.
announced the appointment of ing is said to have occured over
Good Been Davis Cooking apples 41bs. 25c
Gall
Big
Jesse C. Stansel, formerly of El an altercation between the two
Cabbage 5cts. the lb. Fresh from Texas.
Paso, Tex., to be chief deputy sher men.
iff of Grant county, to succeed Albert Riggs will be arraigned
Robert J. McCart, who recently before the local justice of the
resigned.
peace for the alleged theft of a
Mr. Stansel was chief of detec horse from
Dress-U- p
the Victoria Land &
tives of El Paso for seven years Cattle Company.
OUR
man
The
other
serving under two chiefs of police
p. m.
and two mayors. During these brought up was arrested on a
6
REQUIREMENT
WE HAVE
years he made a record that at- vagrancy charge.
tracted attention throughout the
country.
The last issue of the "World's
Mr. Stansel will have charge of
several
the sheriff's office during the ab Work"contains
pictures
labeled
"A Mormon Colof
McGrath,
sence
Sheriff
and also
ROBERTS & LEAHY
ony
which shows
In
Mexico"
will enter actively into the ouside
R.
scenes
of
Cline's ranch
Frank
D
work incident to the investigation
CO
MERCANTII-of crme and the running down of at Gold Hill and also his residence
criminals and violators of the law in Silver City while a sidewalk
was being laid.
In general.

CONVENTION
Convention,
The Republican
called for the purpose of selecting
six delegates to the state convention at Albuquerque, on April 25,
was held at Silver City Saturday
afternoon.
There was a wide representation
at the convention, showing a deep
interest manifested in minor af
fairs of the party and which assures a deeper consideration for
the more important matters contained in the year.
Lordsburg was represented by
N. J. Scott and Faris V. Bush
Large delegations were present
from Santa Rita, Hurley, Pinos
l
Alts,
and the Mimbres section. Silver City had sixteen delegates.
The only business before the
convention, as stated before, was
the nomination of six deTegates
and six alternates to the state convention, at which time delegates
will be appointed to attend the
Republican National Convention at
REPUBLICAN
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For
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We close at o'clock
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WESTERN L1BHKAL
NEW MEXICO
and Owner.
V.
Bush,
Editor
rrU Published Krery Friday.

LORDSBURQ

FOREIGN

ÜEVS TO DATE
1

PARAGRAPHS

No dyestuff shrrtage will ever turn
the old flag yellow!
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OF
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
The substantial kind of patriot la the
man who paya bla bills.
THE WORLD.

Fhraaemaklng baa not proved the
most brilliant aucceaa of tbe times.

Rumania has re established commercial relations with Germany snd
Austria.
.The Peking government has consented to a truce for a dlscusnlon of
terms of peace with the southern
revolutionists.
The British government has settled with the American packers for
a sum understood to be $15,000,000.
The totals cover shipments on fifty
vessels.
The Germans are using either
of under water boats
without periscopes in their new campaign, according to the best Informed
London authorities.
Tbe Danish steamer Dorthea struck
a mine and foundered immediately,
says a Lloyd's Amsterdam dispatch.
The crew was ' saved and landed
was
at Ymulden.
The captain

ViLUVSllODY IS

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

DUG FROr.i GiiAVE

Interés para toda la gsnt
de Nuevo Mexico.

De

Valrn Newpapr

AND SHIPPED TO CHIHAUHUA,
IS OFFICIAL REPORT 8ENT
TO MEXICO CITY.

Dnlon Nawa Berrlc.

DURING THE PAST WEEK

They lead to catarrh and
pneumonia. 'They weaken th
entire system and leave It tm
able to resist tbe
changes. They Interfere with

ladden

your

Nuevo Mexico.

Roswell tendrá una escuela de ve
rano.
BULLET EÜDED CAREER
Taos va a tener una nueva casa de
Europe must be totting to tbe point
cárcel.
where It would like a change of venue.
Un Incendio destruyó el establo de U.
RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENT
8. SOLDIERS TO QUIT MEXICO
Experience la usually pretty costly,
A. 8. Beck en Clovls.
BUSY
FOR
CONDENSED
IF
VILLA IS DEAD, 8AY WASHbut It seem to cost aa aviator a lot
T. F. Gormon fué nombrado admin
mor.
PEOPLE.
INGTON OFFICIAL8.
istrador de correos en Tucumcari.
en
I
Clovls
epidemia
viruelas
de
An English scientist baa stounted
se considera como ya desaparecida.
Weatarn Nwppr I'nlon Nw Sorvlc.
1 3,000. 000 different stars. Wonder who
Western Newapnpor Union Naws flrvlre.
wounded.
Demlng observara los días de abril
ABOUT THE WAR
hit him.
Mexico City, April 18. Francisco
The Mexican government sent its 15 & 22 como dfas de "vfBtanse bien."
Six British vesseU, one Spanish and
body has been dug out of a
Villa's
If bowling baa done nothing else It ane Norwegian sunk by mines or tor- ambassador In Washington a note to
Se está organizando en Silver City
old grave by Carlos Car
Lansing,
Secretary
asking
the
that
aptitude
at
baa Increased tbe nation's
pedoes.
un ramo local de la Cruz Roja Ameri- ranxa, nephew
of Gen. Carranza, the
American troops be withdrawn from cana.
mathematics.
one
British drive back Turks from
first chief of the constitutionalists,
Mexican territory and that the pur
El cuerpo fle Charles C. Bralnard, el and is now being brought by him and
a half to three miles In Meso- suit of Villa be left to the Mexican
Apparently this is a kind of war and
potamia.
cantinero de Tyrone, fué sepultado en an escort of soldiers to the city of
Constitutionalist army.
that cant be settled with any amount
. ,
Silver City.
French evacuate Bethlncourt salient
Chihuahua. This information was conof good advice.
The governor of Klang Si province
at Verdun Into which Germans had officially
dado ordenes para el esta tained in a telegram received by the
Se
han
Independence
declared his
sub- War Department Sunday afternoon.
Whether or not atocklngs talk at driven wedge.
of the administration of President blecimiento de una red telefónica
According to the dispatches thus far
Palm Beach, It la reasonably certain
Turks around Erzerum repulsed Yuan Shi Kal. Klnng-S- t is one of th3 terránea en Fort Bayard.
Una enfermera profesional de Sil- - received Villa's death was due to the
with heavy losses by Russians and southern provinces of China. It has
that money does.
fall back In great disorder.
an area of about 72,000 square rni'es ver City, la Señorita Emmeline Silva, amputation of a leg, made necessary
by wounds received by him in the
Ocean liners are only beginning to
Turks claim 3,000
British were and a population of about 20,000,000. contrajo el tifo en El Paso.
know the respect they are capable ol killed at Sannyant In effort of Eng- The capital Is Nan Chang.
Clayton ofreció un caso misterioso fighting around Guerrero. After being
desperately wounded he was carried
Inspiring as fighters.
lish to penetrate to relief of Kut-el- Mexico City was brilliantly illumi de envenenamiento que casi costó la by
his followers to the town of Temo-sachl& J. W. Van Horn.
Amara.
muerte
.
in
honor
of
tho
in
nated
the rrrival
where the amputation was perTbe true course of a love brainstorm
Los
se
presbiterianos
to
capital
de
Santa Fé
United States cabinet decides
Mexican
of Gen. Carranza.
apparently begins at the' heart and
formed by a village doctor. para
send note to Germany on Sussex and Large crowds paraded the streets. eatfln preparando
la erección de
ends at the pocketbook.
As soon as the bandit chief could
other ships believed to have been Gen. Carranza met his ministers at un nuevo edificio de Iglesia.
be moved he was carried south to the
apby
attacked
palace
submarines.
the
national
later
and
1,000
expidió
W.
F.
cabezas
Nations
Flaws were found In the Eastland
thirty-nintown
of
British official communication says peared on the palace balcony, under de cabras de la raza Ancora de su miles distant.Cushulrachlc,
case indictments, but the sinking ol
according
to the
Here,
bell,
liberty
and addressed the rancho cerca de Montoya al mercado. Btory,
Canadians in gallant fighting during the
the boat waa a complete success.
he lingered for a few days, suf
the past week Inflicted heavy losses throng in the square below.
Las calles alrededor del capitolio de fering greatly before death ended his
Censored details of the murder by estado en Santa Fé serán adoquinadas, career. The identity of the wounded
Preparedness Is also having aomt on the Germans near St. Elol.
Both German and French offensive Mexican bandits of F. C. Burke, Rod- habiendo sido reservada la suma de man had been kept, secret from the
small change In your pocket when tb
movements before Verdun break erick Davidson and Walter Wallace, $10,000 para ese objeto.
church collection plate Is passed.
villagers and he was buried at night
down
before heavy artillery fire. Americans, and a Spanish railroad
Un "mitin de luí del sol" entre agri so as to'attract as little attention as
The chemists bave succeeded Jn du- Neither side claims important gains. contractor, south of Rosarlo, were cultores para oír el culto de mejor possible.
Tbe escort which carried
plicating almost everything except s
German war office issues state told by V. H. York, an American of agricultura fué una de las noticias so the wounded chieftain from Temosa
libparty,
gave
whom
the
milk.
of
bandits
the
a
glass
bam sandwich and
ment denying French figures on Ger
bresalientes de Agua Fría.
chic to Cushuirachis was a colonel
man losses at Verdun and making erty because they couldn't find a spot
de $20,000 de bonos de who later was surrounded by const!
La
emisión
If It weren't for the rich bow would claim that 150,000 French have fallen to place a bullet without killing wo- extensión para el sistema de desagüe tutiouallst forces and surrendered. He
men and children clinging to him.
the poor ever learn the fashions In In fifty-dabattle.
de Deming fué adoptada en la reci- asked for amnesty and promised to
bathing suits at Palm Beach eafjn winThe cheapness in which the Villia- - ente elección por 75 contra 25.
lead the constitutionalists to the grave
repelled
succes
in
Germans
three
ter T
sive attacks on British trenches on tas hold human life waa brought out
y
mejoramien of Villa.
Gastos de reparación
road, while Canadian pointedly at Columbus, N. M., by J. tos de la suma de $15,000 se harán en
Government aviators who haven't troops successfully raid
EÍ Paso, Tex. Francisco Villa is
German H. Locke, an American of Minaca, Cloudcroft en previsión de la venida
who escaped from that city the nlgbt
done much Hying will certainly "go up trenches near Richebourg, L'Avoue.
dead and his body, disinterred some
numerosa
los
verano.
turistas
de
de
In tbe air" it tbe service Is investiof March 28, when Herman Blanken-burg- .
days after his burial, is in possession
German attack Rumian line be
Los contratos de cultivo de remo
gated.
German, nnd Donald Mcof Carranzista troops, according to a
tween Lakes Sventen find Ilzen but Gregor,a an
by lacha se están firmando con entusi- series of telegraphic messages re
American, were
repulsed with heavy losses. Ger- the bandits. Locke describedkilled
to Gen. asmo y la superficie este año en el ceived at Juarez Sunday by Mexican
If you want everybody to bave a are
good time at your party, tell tbe men mans also repulsed in Galacla, south- Pershing the utter recklessness with distrito de Maxwell sera de 500 acres. officials.
La compañía de ferrocarril de San
It is not a dress-uaffair and tell the east of Boutchache. Russians claim which these two were Blain.
For more than a weak reports that
capture of a position In Strips rewomen it Is.
ta
Fé está agrandeclendo los corrales Villa had died from wounds have been
SPORTING NEWS
gion.
y haciendo otros varios mejoramientos current
both here and in Juarez.
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Marathon
will
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at
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firmed version of the incident current
remarkable excuse, at that.
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properly garbed man reclothes
La' suma de $15,000, aproximada
plies, and were fired upon; two were the various baseball pools that op
quires, according to the tailors.
Washington. American troops will
mente, se gastará en Cloudcroft para
killed and the remainder retreated to erated in St. Louis la3t season wer embellecer y mejorar en general el hn withdrawn from Mexico, immedi
Speaking of famines, there Is tbe the main body of troops, encamped issued by Chief of. Police Young. It sitio de verano antes de que se abra ately, if Francisco Villa Is dead. Ad
alarming Increase In the price of shoe outside the city. The f Hacking force Is stated that last yesr tbe pool pro el 1 de mayo.
ministration officials made this un
strings and the enormous demands pursued them and were met by a flro moters made $100,000.
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the War
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or wounded in bandit raids In the vide la práctica del tiro con rifle Parral on the 12th reached
Department Sunday night in a de
cinity of Guaymas, Sonora, says a $40,000 suit for damages against en los Estados Unidos.
warns us not naval radio message received at San James C. McGlll, former owner of the
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der MaJ. Frank Tompkins, killing two
undation of 5,000 acres of cultivated team there. His release from the
La primera condenación presentada and wounding six of the troopers.
Denver team was a part of his set
"A third important Russian advance farm land In Illinois.
ha been recorded near Zari Szczyky,'
McGlll, now por el gran Jurado reunido en Santa The message sold it was reported
Senator John F. Shafroth Intro tlement with McGlll.
Rosa, fué en contra de Rudolfo Mu- privately that forty Mexicans sol
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Mamie
London, April .That the French
de
line and eighty miles east of JImlnez verdict of suicide.
Mortines de La Liendre, H. S. troops defending the fortress of Ver
A Plymouth Rock rooster walked 8V
destroying many thousands of dollars
Wage advances which will put the Van Petres de Las Vegas, y J. D. Al- dun have launched a vigorous coun
miles from a poultry exhibition to Its of American property
and looting tbe pay of textile operatives in many of ien de Magdalena, recibieron su auto- ter attack in the region of Dead
own farmyard. This shows that tbe
the mills in New England and New rización de notarios públicos del Go- Man's Hill on the west bank of the
prise Hah catch of the se son bas noth town of everything of value.
Meuse, was disclosed by the official
The body of Bob Burman, the noted York state on the highest basis in bernador McDonald.
Ing on tbe chicken story
automobile driver who, with his the history of the industry, were an
En nombre de sus amigos, el miem- report from the German army head
Tbe artists who draw tbe fashion mechanician, Erie 8chroeder, and a nounced in Boston.
bro del congreso Hernandez pidió al quarters.
On the eastern front sharp fighting
pictures for femininity probably lack track guard met death as the result
A
gale swept departamento de asuntoB indios de los
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on the frrJnt In Europe It might be London that be would sail with Mrs. district at Philadelphia signed a new varia mucho, pero se considera exacto
American consuls report two more
utlltxed In a grand motor brigade Pago for New York on the steamship agreement with the officials of dis él de ICO. La mayor parte de estos ships carrying United States citizens
charge.
St. Louis. The ambassador Is com
trict No. 2 of the' United Mine Work fueron matados al sud de la linea.
sunk by submarines.
ing home for a vacation.
ers of America.
El mes de abril apareció en Santa
money
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Americans Flee Mexico,
engraved for
That new
Champions of a government hydro
Damages of $75,000 were awarded Fé como un león con ligeras nevadas Seventy-threSan Diego, Cal. The United States
the Mexlcnn government by the I'nlted electric plant to produce nitrate for by a jury In the Supreme Court at acabándose en una calda que cubrió
States Is probably already picking up the manufacture of war munitions Bangor, Me.-- , in the breach of prom el paisaje de un espesor de algunas naval supply steamer Glacier arrived
here from Mazutlan,' M,'i., with sev
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for
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against
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Des
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a gentleman should wear, one begins 000,000
Mexico because of what they de
for that purpose into the Henderson, of Washington.
Más de 300 nativos, hombres, mu- of
to be glad thut one is merely a male Chamberlain
as unbearable conditions.
scribed
army
por
Increase bill The
New York detectives arrested four jeres y niños, fueron confirmados
of tbe genus homo.
vote was 43 to 22.
Germans charged with placing bombs el obispo Schuler, de El Paso, en San
Two Postmasters Named.
passed
on ships carrying war munitions to José.
Washington. President Wilson sent
The cost of violet dye bas gone up billThe House unanimously
for federal acceptance of the tbe allies and sought evidence in
Peter Glmson mató un león de mon the nominations of Anna C, Vaughan
3.000 per cent and few would worry
birthplace) house and farm volving a "well known German" who taña cerca de Cimarron que me'.ta si to be postmaster at Castle Rock, Colo
over a million per cent rise In tbe cosl Kentucky
-- of Abraham Lincoln from the Me1b alleged to have supplied a $10,000
ete pies diez pulgadas de una extre and Thomas B. Scott, to be postmaster
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Will Safeguard You
Care a box Feruna Tableta with you for the anddea

cold or exposure. Tone your system up with a regular course of ths
liquid Parana, fortify It Kainat
colds, get your digestion up to normal, ttks care of yooreelf, and avoid
danger. If you are suffering now beGive
gin ths treatment at once.
future the help ihe needs to throw
off ths ceUrrl.il inflammation, and
again become well.
Peruna bas been helping people
for 44 years. Thousands of homes
rely on it for congos, cold and indigood tonic tor toe
gestion. It's
weak, as well.
The Peruna Company
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DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific courts of medication.
The only place in Colorado where ths
Genuine iteeley Kcmediee are admir.wterecl

Naturally Would.
"Yes," said the cynical old sea cap
tain, "when -- I was shipwrecked in
South America I came across a tribe
of wild women who had no tongues."
"Good gracious!" exclaimed a listen
er. "How could they talKT
'They couldn't," was the reply.
"That was what made them wild."
On With the Dance.
"I could die dancing with you," said
Jones' partner as she placed her No.
trilby.
11 on his
'The sentiment is mutual," was ail
poor Jones could gasp.

If an honest man is the noblest
work of God It might be well to keep
man.
an eye on the
self-mad- e

Meat Makes Bad Kidneys
Too much meat is just as bad as not
enough. Such a diet is apt to load the
blood with uric acid and to injure the
kidneys. Bad backs, blue, nervous
spells, dizziness, rheumatio pains, and
bladder trouble! indicate weak kidneys.
foretell danger of gravel and Bright s
disease.
Don't neglect this condition.
Use Doan's Kidney Fills.

A Colorado C&se

57
Johnson,
Third Ave., uurango.
to
says:
Colo.,
"I had
lay. off from work for
two years from kidney
complaint. My back
was so lame and painful that I couldn't
straighten
and at
times I was almost
to get
helplees.
had
I
up often at night to
pass the kidney secretions and my system
was all run down.
Doan's Kidney Pills
strengthened my back,
rid me of the pain and
fixed up my kidneys.
They are entitled to
my strongest endorsement."
TW.'i mk Amw Stars. BOe a Beat
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temic catarrh. Don't neglect them.
It's costly as well dangerous.
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that dread die.e known
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CO. BUFFALO. N. T.
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The Wretchedness
Constipation
of
r
.

van quicKiy oe overcome
CARTER'S LITTLE
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LIVER PILLS.
Purelv vefffttahln
act surely and
éU
frantln
liver. Curo
Biliousness,

;PDTrD'ci
1

S

UHU

I

riH

JITTLE
I IVER

PILLS.

Head- -

ache,

ness, and Indigestion.

They do their duty.

SMAIX PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine must bear Signature
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cor.:ciíiED iiatcisi;;g and brooding house

USEFUL MlLik COOLER
THAT

REFRIGERATOR
HAS MUCH MERIT.

ICELE33

(Prepared hy the Unltpil fltutp
ment 01 Agriculture.)

Depart

The lceless refrigerator, or milk
cooler. Is one of sovjrnl simple devices which farm women of the fiputh
are making and using in their home
demonstration work. It has been found
to be a useful convenience for the hot
summer days of the South, and fre
quently more than 100 have been
Front View of Combination Hatching and Brooding House,
y

In selecting a location for a poultry
house the farmer usually chooses the
one which is nearest to his home la,
order that the housewife may conveniently care for the poultry flock.
This accounts for the usual location
of the poultry hotue half way between
the house and the barn where It is
convenient for the hens to overrun
not only the ftrm buildings, but also

the kitchen porch. This habit M also
encouraged by t'ae indiscriminate scattering of feed, often closer to the
farm buildings than to the poultry
house.
If the farm poultry house is
located so as to make it natural for
the hens not to run in the yards,
there will be very little trouble with
them overrunning the farm buildings.
In the care of poultry one should
aim as far as possible to feed all the
' feed In and around the poultry house.
Frequently poultry can be encouragod
to run into the orchard by a simple
arrangement of the. fences.
Grain
crops can often be grown upon the
same ground upon which the poultry
flock Is running with very little Injury
to the crop. Corn is especially adapted to such a practice. This practice
furnishes an abundance of shade during the summer when it is most needed. The yards are plowed occasionally, exposing the soil to the sun, destroying many disease germs and intestinal parasites, and the droppings
which are generally wasted are utilized.
In addition to making conditions more healthful, this growing of
crops on the poultry runs also reduces
the feed cost. Under Missouri conditions It is more desirable for chickens to be kept upon cultivated soil
than it is to attempt to have a permanent sod run. Often the garden can
be alternated with the poultry pasturo. Under farm conditions this
kind of yarding can be easily arranged
' with practically no fencing. While the
location of the farm poultry house Is
generally determined by the convenience with which It can be reached
from the house, a little forethought will enable the poultry keeper to make the above arrangements
without sacrificing convenience.
Hatching and Brooding House.
The combined hatching, brooding
and housing coop shown below is
large enough to accommodate four
incuhens and is as good as a
bator. Farmers who have used this
coop have pronounced it a success.
This coop does away with the little
' "A" shaped coops which are commonly given to hens after they have
hatched their broods and which are
Boon outgrown by what chicks remain
g

after the spring rains and rats have
taken their toll.
"This coop Is three feet wide, six
feet long, two feet high in the rear
and three feet high in front. A door
eight inches wide runs the entire
length of the back so as to permit easy
access to the hen. In the front are
four openings which are covered with
slats. It Is possible to close the openings by placing an eight-incdoor
along the entire front. This makes
f
the coop
at night and by
hinging it at the bottom the door provides a runway for the chicks to en
ter. Just beneath the eaves along the
front is a door a foot wide. The open
tng made by this door is covered with
wire screen. When open this door
lights the coop and protects it from
rains.
The coop can be used for hatching
and brooding. It is divided by burlap
frames into four compartments. The
aim is to set four hens in the back
part of the coop and keep food and wa
ter in the runways in front. After
hatching, the chicks from two hens
are given to one for brooding. Later
when the hen weans her chicks the re
matnlng partition can be removed
and the coop can be used to house the
young stock for the remainder of the
season. It makes hen hatching easier,
and more efficient brooding possible.
very easily
It can be made
and can be moved from place to place
with little troubje.
Hints on House Construction.
Four square feet of floor space
should be allowed for each hen.
Have from eight to fifteen Inches
of roosting space for each hen.
Allow one nest to every four or five
hens.
When muslin Is used for ventilation
purposes, one square foot of muslin
should be placed on the south side for
every 15 square feet of floor space, if
the house Is 15 feet wide.
If the
house Is ten feet wide, on the south
side use one square foot of muslin to
every 20 square feet of floor space,
and If the house is 20 feet wide, on
the south side use ono square foot of
muslin to every ten square feet of
floor space.
The foregoing rules will also apply
In the UBe of the shutter-fron- t
method
of ventilation.
The height of the tops of the win
dows if placed on the south side
f
should be a little less than
as high as the house is wide.
Glass should be placed in the house
at the rate of one square foot to
every 15 square feet of floor space.
If the chickens are yarded, 150
square feet of yard space should be
allowed for each bird.
one-hal-
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Rear View of Combination House.

LAYING

HENS REUSH SILAGEI COOLING EGGS IN 'INCUBATOR

Found to Be One of the Most Satisfactory 8ources of Green Feed-K- eep
Up Egg Yield.

Best Result Secured In Test by Turn'
Ing Five, Ten, Fifteen and Twenty
Minute Periods.

Laying hens must have green feed
and plenty of It. When growing green
feed is not available, vegetables of
some kind must be supplied, or there
shortage in the egg basket
will be
When It has been tried, good silage
has proved one of the best sources of
grecn-feesupply, and especially
where legumes form part of the

In an experiment to determine the
best method of cooling eggs ia an in
cubator, the eggs in an incubator con
tainlng eight trays were cooled for a
mere turning, five, ten, fifteen and

First National Bank

hot days a temporaturo of 50 degreos
ran be oftained in this refrigerator.
The following description will aid in
IP --A. CO,
the construction of this device:
aee.ooe
A!nr
cai'itai.
oneMake a screened cane three and
e.iioe.ooe
iKiONiTft
half feet high with the other dimen3DepcGitor3T
XTniteca.
sions 12 by 15 Inches. If a solid top
is used, simply place the water pan
4 percent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.
on this. Otherwise fit he pan closely
Corroaponclonoo Ir Invitod f rom thoso who coiitomplHio oiicnliiv Initial or addition!
into the opening of the top frame and
auoouut Id El fHMi.
support it by
fastened
cleats
to the inside of the frame. Place two
deposits made by mall are promptly acknowledfte(.
movable shelves in the frame, 12 to 15
Inches apart. Uso a biscuit pan 12
Inches square on the top to hold the
water, and where the refrigerator is
to be used indoors have the whole
thing standing in a large pan to catch
any drip. The pans and case may be
painted while, allowed to dry, and then
enameled. A covering of whlto canton
flannel should be made to fit the
frame. Have the smooth sido out and
button the covering on the frame with
buggy or automobile curtain hooks and
eyes, arranged so that the door may
be opened without unfastening these
hooks. This can easily be done by putting one row of hooks on the edge of
the door near the latch and the other
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
just opposite the opening with the hem
on each side extended far enough to
At All Times
cover the crack at the edge of the
door, so as to keep out the warm, outside air and retain the cooled air.
This dress or covering will have to
be hooked around the top edge also.
Two doubid strips one-hathe width
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
of each side should be sewed on the
top of each side and allowed to extend
And Silver City. Save Time And Money
f
or three
over about two and
Inches in the pan of water. The bottom of the covering should extend to
the lower edge of the case.
WV WW WWVWWVWWW VWVniWWVWVWWWX
Place the refrigerator in a shady
place where air will circulate around
Make Your Headquarters at the
it freely. If buttons and buttonholes
are used on the canton flannel instead
of buggy hooks, the cost should not
exceed 85 cents.
Another type of iceless refrigerator,
similar in principle to the one described, is shown in the illustration.
As will be seen, this consists of three
shelves, attached to a substantial
piece of lumber running through the
center of each shelf. A heavy cross-piec- e
at the bottom of the central support serves as a base. A bag of canSteam Heat. Hot, and Cold Water. Electric llfflit.
ton flannel, and opening on the side, 5
PRIVATE UATHS. REASONABLE KATES
covers the refrigerator and may be
by
of
means
tight
bottom
at
the
drawn
a string around the edge. Buggy or
automobile curtain hooks and eyes X
may be used for the opening, although
buttons and buttonholes will probably
do as well.

periods.
The trays that gave the best results were cooled as follows:
First
week, five minutes In the aftemoon
second week, ten minutes in the after
noon; third week, fifteen minutes in
the afternoon.
Cheapest Green Food.
Cooling one tray for several hours
The cheapest form of green food is
sprouted oats. To provide these, have proved detrimental.
a number of shallow boxes. Soak the
Easiest Roof to Build.
oats 24 hours and spread them In the
The single-pitcroof is the easiest
boxes, which have been provided with
drainage holes. Sprinkle night and to build and the best for poultry
morning and feed when the sprouts houses. The single pitch roof gives
are two or three inches long. A block the highest front for the entrance of
six inches square is enough tor ten the sun's rays and throws all the rain
water one way.
fowls.
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made in a single county. The cooler,
which was designed by Prof. M. T,
Fullan of the Alabama Polytechnic In
atitute, consists of a wooden frame
covered with canton flannel or some
similar material. It is desirable that
the frame be screened, although this
is not absolutely necessary. Wicks
made of the same material as the cov
ering rest in a pan of water on top of
the refrigerator, allowing the water
to seep down the sides. When evap
oration takes place the heat is taken
from the inside, with a consequent
lowering of the temperature. On dry.
NOT HARD

TO KEEP

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

t Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining
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LATEST SPORTS SKIRT

COLOR

Cottons That- - Are Soaked Before
Washing Look Best and Last
For Long Time.
The recent agitation about inferior
dyestuffs has made women hesitate
when looking at the lovely summer
fabrics. Here are a few hints about
preserving the colors: For mauve or
lavender put the articles in cold water
with common baking powder, adding
f
gallon of water one table- to
f
hour,
spoonful of soda. Soak
wash carefully in lukewarm water,
using a little pure soap. Rinse thoroughly and dry In the shade. For
blues, one teaspoonful of muriatic
acid to a gallon of water. For greens,
alum water is good, using four ounces
of alum to a tubful of water. Often
common salt dissolved in water will
set colors. A tablespoonful to a gallon
of water. The dyeing of colored wash
goods is most important. They should
be dried quickly and In the shade.
Never hang a print skirt or waist
double over the line. Hang it from
one of the wooden arms made pur
posely for hanging skirts.
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Homes on the Eas Payment Plan

I

JsLcik: Heatlier

$

Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Plans and Estimating Free

i

Mining Wedges made and Sold

Mining Timbers Framed.

I

Milling Machine Work
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ARTHUR W. H0UCK

Assayer and Chemist
GEORGE W.

mm

Bepreienmtlre
SOS

For flhlpr"'

Sn

Frncli--

Assayer and Chemist
Agent, for Ore Shippers
at, the Douglas Smelters.

CAMERON

L FAbO bMEL'l'EU.
Ht. Kl

P. O. IIOX

89
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The Traveler's Stole.
Here is a little novelty for a friend
who travels. I call it a traveler's
Inches
stole. It takes about fifty-fou- r
of ribbon four inches wide. At each
end fold over and overhand enough
ribbon to make a square pocket, after
having made a little flap to give it a
finish. At the middle of the ribbon
Dlalt It so that it will not be too wide
Fcatherstitching
around the neck.
adds greatly to the daintiness of the Sports Skirt of. Green and White
stole, which is worn around the neck
Block Gaberdine With Large White
under the coat when traveling. One
Pearl Buttons Adorning the Belt and
pocket is used for the handkerchief,
Pockets. The Waist Is of Georgette
ticket, glasses and so forth and the
Crepe, and the Pretty Crepe Collar
other for crocheting. Good
Gives Freedom to the Neck ana Suggests a Negligee Effect.

VV.

Moriiingstar,
MlW Mt.XICO.

CROCKER, M. D.

IMiTHlMan anil Miirceon.
1'nrino nod
Olilrlct Htnpron Botithprn
& New Mlm HmlroH-idurfeon to
4martonn CoiinolliUtrd Cupper t o,
IX)llDBBUKO

Vogue That Has Not Been General for
Many Years Has Regained Its

MORNIXGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' i, Connecticut
HOME, PALETINR
Your Business Solicited

NEWMKXIOO.

Copperas

Siilpliric

Custom Assay OíSce

Acifl

Critchett

&

Ferguson

Made from the relebra'ed Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar-

senic

FLUTING IRONS COME BACK

onvenlence of clients

Art-un- n

-

Black

&

LAWYERS
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXI0O
Will be at Lordsburg at theolllc of
C. W Marsalis, on the Qrst and third
SATURDAY of each month for lha

ATTORNEY AT LAW
LORDSBURG,

M. M.

355 10th St.
ARIZONA.

DOUGLAS

Terrell
A.

HKIH ELECTRICA!. K N K ROT .
Gives more satisfactory results In
Reduction Works than any Chemicals
(3 i he market,
A long freight, haul saved to the
consumers In both slates, rlrona
and New Mex.
I'rlcrs In competition with ths

sadiron "that there may be no wasteful extravagance," and altogether the
Popularity.
proceeding hints of a pretty art well-ulgextinct lu these days of steam
Eastern Markets.
Among the other machines dug up laundries.
sampler
farthingale
With tiie
and the
frame are the fluting irons. A perfect
CLIFTON. ARIZONA.
Bows and Bands of Straw.
bevy of models In the spring calendar
straw
as
as
well
is
Colored
black
will require fluting. And what was It
FAYWOOD HOT SPRINGS.
for bands and bows Instead of
that the "be foil de war mammies" used
is already so for Rheumatism, Stomach Trouble,
used to use Instead of starch. A lady's ribbon. In fact, this idea
probable that we Kidney Ailments, Intlamatlons, Arbook from an old Virginia family man- overworked that it is
of
before spring terial Hardening, Locomoior Ataxia,
it
tired
be
shall
likely
which
sion gives a recipe
these novelties are quick- Nervous Ureaklnir etc. Perfect Treatenough will And favor in many a se- comes. All
ly run to ground, especially when they ment, I'erfeci Climate. Health, Plealect laundry this season.
sure, Large Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. (J. MoDbrmott.
First making sure of the use of start so early in the season.
"rain water," the direction goes on to
Paper Toweling.
describe how tuckers, organdie skirts
My greatest housekeeping help is a
and breakfast caps may be kept clean
WHITE and ANDREWS
and yet given the necessary stiffness roll of paper toweling in the kitchen,
Attorney! at Law
by making starch of gum arable care- writes a contributor. With it I clean WASHINGTON IX)AN & TRUST BUILDING
fully melted and strained through a the range, lamps, polish silver and
WASHINGTON, 1. C.
sometimes I spread it on the breakfast Special Itrullon to public Land and Mlnln caa- "boblnot" frame.
This starch is supposed to be put table in lieu of a cloth. It costs only M before the Generar Laud Office and Interior
PATENTS FOR INVENTIONS
on In dabs under the very nose of th a few cents a roll and has many use. Department.
li
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The Ford Agency
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Perfectly 8imple Device, but a Mot
Useful Convenience During the Hot
Summer Months Description
Will Make It Easy to Copy.

(Fly PROP. H. I.. KKMP9TER. Unlver-Bitof Missouri, Colicué of Apicultura.)

AH. UIIAHAM MnMAKV. VI.- - remílont.

w. h. XlXiLKV.

Arizona Copper Co.

REPRESENTATIVE
P. O. Box 712

Feed
I
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FOR ORE SHIPPERS

El Paso. Texaa.

Livery Stable
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JONES & BURNst
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I Dr. R. E. BUVHÍS
eV

DENTAL SURGEON.
Office:
.

lltown block

Pyrwmiü St.

Permanently Located.
LORDeDUBO. NKW MIIIOO.
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a general hospital. Many suffering and injured persons have had
to
be sent, to Doming, Silver City
rimt.iBHF.r) fwhay.
and El Paso hospitals, when they
FORMS CLOSE THURSDAY KVF.NINO
should have been treated here at
home. Our medical skill is equal
Ent.rfd at the Pot Ofrte at Ivrd burn, Nw to any in the southwest and our
Msxiro. at Btvond data Mail Maltpr
jihysicans are able to care for any
case that is likely to be brought
Br FARI8 V. Itl'SH.
to a local hospital.
Editor and Own it
The mining companies would no
loubt lend their aid in the erec1'RICT.S
tion and maintenance of a hospital.
fiUUSCRIPTION
Thr- - Months.
The railroad companies, local or-

WESTERN LIBERAL

!'

8ix M.inthi
On

Yir..
Subscription

ganizations and individuals would
see that it did not lack support.
The Liberal would be glad to
hear further from the people of
Lordsburg regarding the proposed
general hospital.

-

Always l'a)at!e in Advance.

Anril

21, 1916

FOR MAYOR

GK.OKGE 1IANNER
i oh :ity n.KKK

LAKLE Kt.KR
FOR

V.

TKCfilBKS

JOHN KOHSON, JOK OLNEY
H0L1X K. JUNES

J. rAlKLhl,

OUR CITY ELECTION
Tor the first time in the historS-othe town of Iiord.sburg the voters will le given an opportunity
to cast a ballot having in its power
the entire firture of the city. The
outlook is at present indicative
that they will do their best.
A ticket has been nominated by
a citizen's mass meeting. The candidates are property owners and
successful business men of our
tow n. They stand for progress and
advancement and are men with the
ability to face the many issues
thr.t now confront our town.
As yet no other ticket has been
announced, but should another
conip to the front by Tuesday, there
will doubtless be worthy men contained in the list.
The voter of Lordsburg should
anp'we his man. Vote for the
KEEP POLITICS OUT
OF THIS ELECTION.
A city election is no place for
politician prejudices.
The man
and his convictions are the paramount issues.
Look forward to a bigger and
bdtter Lordsburg.
Do your part as a citizen that
you may count for something in
the affairs of Lordsburg. Pledge
your word and honor so long as
you live in the town or the community it shall be your aim to help
it in everything that tends to its
improvement. Submit to the will
of the majority and don't growl.
Keep in mind that if the town is
good enough to make your money
in, it is good enough to spend it
in, and buy everything that you
need that your home merchant car
Say something
ries, from. him.
good of the town and its people.
If a project to improve the town
comes up, don't hoot help. The
citizen who knocks and yells hard
times is preaching the funeral eer
mon of .the town. Work for beau
ty and cieanliness in Lordsburg,
which stands for healthier fami
lies, happier homes, higher real
estate values and better citizen
ship.
Let your convictions be known
in the election now at hand. Stand
for what is right. Protect your
interests.
Work for Lordsburg above all
other things and cast your ballot
for whom you believe to be the
best men for their offices.
f

n.

What's a Man Worth?
The labor market is so regulated
oh.it. the man with a family competes with the man without a family, and the lowest bidder sets the
rates. The single man sets the
standard for the married man, and
.ne manufacturer accepts the price
A the lowest bidder.
The single man gets as much as
the man with three children to
lurptrt. Is it true or not that we
vai.t men and women to raise fami
lies in this country? If so, the only
way to do it is to give a man income
.n proportion to nis family needs,
and which increases with them.
fhe present system fails to provide
for the children who will be the
next generation of workers. If we
are to stand as a nation, we have
b'ot to reward a man according to
nis family needs, and according to
the obligations he has assumed,
and according to the service he
renders.

THE HAY KILL
The army increase bill is known
as the Hay bill, and passed the
House of Representatives by a vote
of 402 to 2. 4t was fathered by
Mr. Hay of Virginia, and the two
who opposed it were Representatives Brittain of Illinois and London of New York, the first because
he believed the measure inadequate, the second because opposition to war is one of. the principal
theoretical doctrines of the Socialists.
The bill provides for the
enlargement of the regular army
to a peace strength of 140,000 fighting men, and a peace reserve of
425,000 men within five years, a
reserve force of 50,000 trained officers, a complete industrial reserve system whereby the resources of the nation can be quickly mobilized for its defense. The
maintenance of summer training
camps is another practical and novel provision of the new legislation.
The reserve army plan is an amplification of the present national
guard or state militia, only it is to
be more directly under federal conn
trol. During the
War there was great delay in
mobilizing the national guard, and
the new preparedness measure is
calculated to obviate this difficulty. The Hay bill, for which the
president assumes full responsibility, now goes to the Senate for consideration by that body.
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PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS
MAYOR TAKES POISON

Got Up Monday Hale and Hearty
to Eat Noodles

Prompt

j

The mice In the attic are the
cause of it all. Monday our mayor got up hale and hearty. His
wife 'says he never ate noodles for
breakf aRt so cheerfully as he did on
the fatal day. The swallows were
singing in the stovepipe, the crickets playing hands on the hearth,
and the dishes taking their morning bath, when the mayor passed
the dog house. Nobody suspected
anything.
It was all so sudden.
In less than a minute our dearly beloved mayor stepped into the
Pumpkin Hill drug store.
The
clerk gave a nod. The mayor asked
for rough on rats. The clerk proThe mayor
duced the package.
took the poison.
P. S.
The mayor tells us that
anybody in the market for extinct
mice can now get them for 2c a
head, f. o. b. Pumpkin Hill.
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Deliveries
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W. F. RITTER

Representing Leading Insurance Companies
s
Paints
Sherwin-William-

Lordsburg

Cleaning, Pressing, Altering

üúlrí
Pressing

Agency at 85 Mine

'

Parlors
Mullaraey

Work Guaranteed

t Punca,

MüH

LORDSBURG HOTEL
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Goldie Dimple has a new beau
CCOOOOOOOOOOCOOCCOOCOXOSO(
since Wednesday. Her old one says 5V00000900000000000bOOOCOS
deavoring, with small success, to that she eats onions and that he
makeiiis home port against a heavy is tired of having his kisses servsea, finally pulled up at a street ed hamburger style.
A friendly trolley pole
corner.
Stops Singing Ragtime
furnished him the necessary supin the cellar darning socks
While
port. Close by was a fireman who
was turning the water off at a big on Tuesday, Mrs. Longneck's poohydrant after flushing the street. dle cat walked up the lightning
"Shay," said the drunken man, are rod, entered a hole Sn the lace curyou the feller who's been turning tains, jumped on the cheese box, 8
S
XX
her new seedless canXX
KX
this street around all the time?"
8
ary bird. Since the episode, the
ragtime,
singing
stopped
has
bird
Peace
and Mrs. Longneck is nearly out of
i
I hopeit will come soon and come her mind.
The canary has been
to stay ; and so come as to be wot th put under the care of Hiram Distemper, our efficient horse doctor,
the keeping in all future time.
Abraham Lincoln.
vho claims that there is something
wrong with the birds vocal clothes
line.
ooexxxxxysooooooGOcooooci
Koe9oaoecooooeoooooeoooo
DON'T BE EXTRAVAGANT.
Hank Wants a Hobble
"Liv Within Your Income," Koynoto
Hank Parsnip, who attended the
of Nationwide Thrift Movement.
"Uve within your Income" Is the suffragette's foot race in Picklekeynote of I lie treat nation wide thrift ville last week, got back yesterday.
movement, mid be not so
IIank says that he noticed that evThe hi length of Rome lay not In the erything that wears a hobble skirt
time when Itoniiins were extra vacant- i in Pickleville can't run, and he is
ly spending their million In feasts and j now figuring on getting one to
:a
tramcx; when people were flocking from wear on inis nose next wiuier.
the country to the city: when Romans
Brainy Pestered Again
were too luzy even to play their own
Kit lues, but hired gladiators not only to
Brainy Gord, who had the mispiny, but to die. for their anuiHcnieut;
having his bed tick empIt lay not In the time when the young fortune of
Plug's ponies
Uomun millionaires spent their time nt tied by one of Slim
wood
the bntus and in feeding on nightin- last week, filled the tick with
A
gales' tongues and on oysters brought shavings Tuesday, and hoped to
prevent
mishaps
this
of
further
Britin wet moss from the shores of
&
ain; when $173,1)00 was paid for roses kind, but next day a flock of wood
nest
In
tick,
a
the
al a feast, and wbeu her citizen sol- peckers made
Keg
diery was epluced by hireling, but and now while Brainy saws wood
in his sleep the birds under his
in the time when the Roman farmer wus Its citizen and statesman and vhark fhnn wood in realitv. Brainv
depended not upon the hired others, '.says that life is just one durn
but upon himself, for performing the thing after another.
An intoxicated man who was

en-

"PS

The present devastating war in
Europe is coming to be known as
tne greatest cflime in history.
Let's its cure fall upon the heads
those who refused to arbitrate
the assasination of the Austrian
Grand Duke and his wife at Sara
jevo.
It is about time that the
people took it upon themselves to
nake an end of all this royal and
imperial foolishness.
We have heard much of French
ingeniousness, especially during
the present great war, but the fol
lowing expedient is an eye opener.
In order to meet with a maximum
number of men the great massed
drives of the Germans at Verdun,
only as few as possible are spared
from the fighting front. No large
number of men, if possible, are retained by the military authorities
to guard the Germans who have
been captured in the numerous engagements, but the prisoners have
their suspenders and trouser buttons removed, and a large V cut
from the belt, rendering escape imAny man who has
practicable.
ever had an accidental mishap,
comprising any of the main features of this scheme, will appreciate at once the absolute effectiveness of such measures.
It begins to appear as if Democracy will be a go in China. Poker is fast superseding all other
forms of gambling.
WHAT HIS REWARD WOULD BE
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Always The Best
Of What?

a.

Fine bottled wines, and all classes
special holiday line of
of Liquors.
WHISKEY WINES
CIGARS
For the Best
Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

state.
If the country editor were to duties of the family and thebeginning
of
The entire world ut the
snap up all the inducements that
are held out to him he would soon the present war started to save money.v
become a millionaire. If he ran a It is n curious fact that such u destru
us war sometimes Is a
paper according to the popular live process
to it nation. It increases the tonotion he would be in the poor- beuelit
la) efllclency. and It Increases the total
house. If he published all the avlnii.
Let America be not too free
LORDSBURG
sent
to him he to oust criticisms
items that were
upon our ' foreign
M EN TO FEEL PROUD OF
would be in jail half the time and warring sister nations. It may be that
Lordsburg has a
in the hospital the rest of the ihe Increased thrift and the Increased
right to feel proud of its men, boys time.
inviene)- and the Increased slreniith
and women after the incident of
nf diameter brought about by this
Perhaps to no one is it more
Sunday night and Monday morn
crisis, so uffectiim the nations of
ing, when from what was believed
than to us who have lived in limit
Kurope. will do for them as they did
to be authentic information at the the zone of military activities, that for us In our civil
time, Lordsburg was in danger of American journalism has signally
und produce men uud woman attack by Mexican bandits.
discredited itself in its news treat en that in the years following the war
While it was proven that there ment of the expedito sent into may otTset the enormous waste and
was no truth in the reports circuí Mexico to capture and punish Villa. destruction brought about by it
ated and no traces of any band
No amount of wealth will replace
Prices in all papers for both character. Wealth will never take the
could be found, the affair gave the
men an opportunity to show their news and job printing are climb- place of personal righteousness, but
colors, what they were made of, ing skyward at a rapid rate, and llir characteristics of thrift and
will do more than anything else
and what action they would take when memorandums for stocks
in case a crisis should come. The come to our office billed at any- to bring buck the type of American
women, too, remained calm, and, where from five to thirty per cent that made New Engluud. and that
as best they could, aided.
increase it becomes highly neces- makes any untlon, strong and great.
There were no yellow streaks in sary to overhaul our long stand- And by what we save only can we
Lordsburg.
ing price lists. Retrenchment is mensure our future wealth, whether as
'
Individuals or as a nation.
When the alarm was sounded most certainly necessary.
every man and boy shouldered
whatever arms he possessed and
offered his assistance for the de
5ia5B5H5?5iga5E5H5gsa5zga saga szsBszsa sasa sasBsase
fense of our city.
From nine
o'clock in the evening until late
the following morning our town's
STUDY IT FROM THIS ANGLE
guardians kept vigil and made preparation for whatever might come.
There were no "pikers." To the
Consider the importance of getting your college
last man they showed true loyalty
education in the region where you expect to live
and the patriotism which makes us
and earn and build, after college days are over.
all proud of America. Lordsburg
WILL IT BE IN THE GREAT SOUTHWEST?
was ready, and, had any attack
been made, there was prepared a
Remember, while getting your,education at
stronghold that would have left
NEW
MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY
THE
e
marks.
you are also learning conditions, men, resources
A GOOD SUGGESTION
and opportunities, and forming acquaintances
The suggestion made that the
certain to be of value in after life.
women of Lordsburg promote the
Remember, that if you go to an eastern college
erection and conduct of a hospital
you have these lessons to learn and these relations
here is a good one and should reto form AFTER, and not during college days.
ceive the unanimous support of evSAVE PRECIOUS TIME AND LABOR AND
ery citizen.
GET ROTH AT ONCE.
, The ladies of Deming and Silver
Cty have done a wonderful work
INVESTIGATE
OPPORTUNITY
HI YCU AT
in their organization in giving
UNIVERSITY
NEW
THE
MEXICO
OF
their cities hospital facilities. With
the encouragement that would be
Catalogue Now Heady
given such a plan here there is evAddress D. R. BOYD, President, Albuqutrqne, New Mexico
ery possjbiity of the success o? the
Lordsburg women in their efforts.
Sr.xsocjc c; c j r. 'a c jr 3 erra
Lordsburg is greatly in, need of

Clifton Ear

The World Almanac says there
are 16,000 moving picture theaters
in the United States, 000 of which
are located in the city of New York.

J.

Proprietor

S. BROWN,
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WHERE TO

SPEND
YOUR VACATION

lllllilllllilNllilillllKIIIIH

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
OLD OCEAN, where the joy of liv-

Tie

Morii Star Saloon

ing, the charm of health, and the
pleasures of recreation are all
combined. Pack your grip, and
come to the coast for a few weeks,
Under New Management
.
during the hot summer months,
where you can enjoy the fine, brac
ing and invigorating air of the sea
shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,
of Los Angeles, a new and modern
fireproof building, elegantly fur
Large and Juicy Beers.
nished, moderately priced, is situ
ated just two blocks from the elec
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
trie railway station where trains
every
minutes
for
the
leave
few
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses
many popular seashore resorts sur
rounding this city, and close to all
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make It a
very ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests at the Hot i
Northurn are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
'
che huge lobby offers a common
PE0PEIJT0E
.
meeting place for congenial people, and by its Bocial pleasures one Illlll!lÍ!IIl!!l!!ll!II!lil!l!iil!!l!!l!!i!iii!!il!iIIIII!!!I!!ll!S!!llll!Ili!!lll
forgets the cares and Worries of
business back home.
FREE AUTOBUS
Our auto bus meets all trains,
MUTI ALL TRAINS
taking you to and from the station
without charge. Free garage and
tAe
STOP
parking accommodations for your
automobiles.
(3 $!?.! ?.
Write lor folders, rates, reservaftát.B
11
tions.
UR0PEAfl
.lUI'Ss,1
'
(
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
; i H licit
I
l
OUTSIDE
ROOMS
t
A'fOO
f
.
" P
II
Los Angeles, California.
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NORTHERN HOTtL CO.. PROP.

NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION
HOTEL KNDOXaiO BY
fRANK L C HAMPTON. MOR.
CAFE
V. W. C. A.
Department of the interior, U. S. Land Office
'
' IN CONNECnOtf BATES l. OO PtR DAY up
WMiN stcrr tours
at La Cruces. N. M.. March 22, 1M16.
Notice la hereby given that Frank Gibson, of
I lac hita, N. M , who. on April 17. MU, made
homestead entry No. 06894. for EV4 NWVi See.
T71 T
17
17
23, btV4 SWVi ; SW
6K
Section 14. TownTT
X
1U X.
RATES $1.00 AND UP
ship 21 S Range 17 W.. N. M. P. Meridian,
EL PASO. TEXAS
has filed notica of Intention to make final
five year proof, to establish claim to the land
Caters particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their families.
above described, before George Edmonds, U.
8. Commissioner, at Kachita, N. M ( on the Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons Buffet for men will seat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
6th day of May, 1916.
will seat ninety persons.
Claimant names as witnesses i
Ceonie Winkler. A. B. Nelson. Ole Peterson, Alma H. Wilson, all of llachlta. N. M.
THIS IS THE EICCEST LITTLE HOTEL ON THE OVERLAND TRAIL
Var.81-Apr.2- 8
John L. burns ule, ketc'ster
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Trofcct Yourself and Family

THE

FACE

ordered to ,mt bis pen and riPT
away, hn smiled around the room at
the pupils, who had stopped working, and then resumed bis writing. '
"I took him by the collar, dragged
him out of his seat and gave him
thorough whipping.
He turned out
to be the son of the chairman of the
prudential committee. Tho old man
never spoke to me again, not even
when I met him in the road, he riding in a buggy and I walking to- or

FACTS!

With Insaranee In

American Nat'l Insurance Co.

Tu

Of Galveston,
Address enquiries to Bos 882, Lorduburg

"WWWPT.W"BPW.WeSSee

Weeks , Talks About Our Navj
and National Defense.
Insists on Military, Commercial, Financial and Industrial Preparedness
Let Us Be Ready for Peace as
Well as War.

-

from my work."
Went to Sea for Two Years. ,
On his graduation at the Annapolis
Naval Academy, young John Wlngate Weeks went to sea for a cruise
of two years. Seventy men were In
his class, but there was room for only
10 of them In the navy.
Tha navy
Itself consisted of but five steam vesand they
sels classed as
were obsolete and unfit for active
,
duty. George Harriett, his
went into the Marine Corps and; Is
now a major general and the commandant of that branch of the naval
service.
In Florida, where he bad been engaged as a surveyor on a railroad, the
late Midshipman Weeks learned that
an old firm In Boston was going out
of business. One of the partners had
died and another had become blind.
Henry Hornblower, a son of one of

,

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
Leaves Lordsburg Wednesday and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from Red rock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave call3 at Postoffice.
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Pyramid Lodire- No.

23.
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By JAMES B. MORROW,
In the Philadelphia Record.

sare John
the senator and the
Massachusetts candidate for
president tolling as they all did
among the granite humps of New
Hampshire was ever noted for his accumulation of cash or property.
They were farmers mostly, beginning with Leonard Weeks, who, emigrating from England in 1656, became
the head and source ot the family.
Agriculture sternly practiced among
the embedded rocks and Irremovable
bowlders taught them to be resourceful and to keep at least one eye open
to opportunity.
So William D., the father of the senator, was a probate Judge, and once
essayed to be a manufacturer. With
of neighbors, likewise
the
alert and adventurous, he started a
factory at Lancaster for making starch
from potatoes.
"I will never forget the look on my
father's face," Captain Weeks told me,
"when, on a Sunday morning, Just as
we were leaving church, we saw men
and boys running down the street and
heard them crying: 'The starch factory is burning.'

NONE

of the Weekses,

'

first-rate-

1

room-mite-

the partners, and the youthful Mr.
V
"3 Meeting every Tues. c
Weeks bought the business, the latter borrowing the money with whicb
Visiting brother In Tiled.
to begin his career as a banker and
R D. Pmtth, 0 O
broker.
J. J. A lome. K.K. A B.
Hornblower acted for the Arm on
the floor ot the Boston Stock Exchange.
Woeks kept the books and
Lordstcrg Lodge No. 30.
waited on the customers as they ap
peared. In a few years the two young
A. I . 4t A. If .
men had offices all over New England
4ffiX, steetatkethln Thursday night of
and In cities as far away as Chicago
"I got my first valuable business
Idea from a famous New England
J. L. Wells. W. M.
dressmaker," Captain Weeks aald tc
G. P. Jekfus, Secretary
the writer of this artlcl. "A friend
who came to spend the night at out
house was talking to Mrs. Weeke
WOODMEN OF WORLD
while I was reading a newspaper. )
heard her say that she had bought a
CAMP No. 88
dress in Boston, and that soon after
tkv
on returning to the store, the pro
Meet! every tnd ft 4tb Saturday nlgkt at
JC. of P. II ALL
prietor, noticing her at the counter
asked If she had purchased the dresf
K. M. Fisher. O. C.
H. M. Reynolds Clerk
she was wearing at his establishment
On learning that she had, he said:
"'It Is not right Please give youi
IF1..
name and address to the clerk and w
sjiuuí correct the matter at ence.'
L0RD8BURQ LODGE No. M
Moots every MoihIr j night at 8 o'olook
a srory of urear aiue.
visiting brothers invited to attend
" 'But,' the roman replied, 'the dresi
S. K. Gass, Noble Grand
is satisfactory to me. Whatever If
J. H. Clark, Secretary
wrong is so small that it is not wortt
mentioning.'
" 'Small to you, :nadam,' the mar
answered, 'but very large to us.'
NEW LOCATION
"'And do yon know,' the womai
told Mrs. Weeks, the dress was not
only taken back, but it was kept and
I was given a new one.
;
The Lordsburg Dairy
"I repeated the story to my partnei
day,"
said,
Captain
"anc
next
Weeks
from that time onward we tried t
"SANITATION FIRST"
please our customers before w
thought ot ourselves and the probabU
Now at Sheakspeare Camp
profits we could make In our trans
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg
actions."
Three years ago, following at one
and 85 Mine.
his election to the upper House oi
Congress, Captain Weeks sold out U
his partners and disposed ot every In
ALLEN & LINES, Prop.
terest that might be thought, even in
directly, to influence his judgment ai
Captain John Wlngate Weeks.
a lawmaker. It it said In New' Eng
"There was no Insurance the pol land that he has always been ver)
careful about his reputation as a busl
icy had lapsed and the Are swept
ness man. An anecdote told of bin
away all of my father's means and put
a burdensome mortgage on his farm, In State street, the Wall street of Bos
two and a half miles In the country." ton, shows bow bis sensitiveness tc
fi Attorney at Lw, Wilcox, Arizona ?2
public opinion on one occasion provee
If there had been a navy of a rehighly profitable to his partner ant
spectable size in 1881 John Wlngat
tí
and
Lands
Public
in
Practice
g
himself.
Weeks would now be a captain in
.
' ij
n
t
'
A run on a bank in which Captad
stead of a senator. Nor would he
have become a banker and thus Weeks was a director, though bi
.SV.ViV5'.i.V.VS ever
owned
but $900 ot the stock, threat
have set at naught all the traditions ot
ened, so he feared, to Injure his stand
the Weeks family for
Ing in the community.
He spent l
capable and wholesome poverty.
And yet a psychological analysis ot day and a night at the bank, pledgee
Cafes
all the property he and
inherited traits might show that the his partner ofowned
for the payment o:
senator comes naturally by his talents tue
bank's debts and put through a re
for public affairs and finance. Any habilitating
plan under which tb
Inquiry into his personality must Inwere assessed 50 pel
clude the Wlngates, the chief of whom, shareholders
on their holdings.
The bant
John, an Englishman, emigrated to cent
was
saved, but some of the fright
New Hampshire in 1660.
Keg Beer on Tap
out.
ened
sold
shareholders
Their In
The Weekses and the Wlngates in- terests were promptly bought
bj
Ameriduring
second
the
termarried
Captain
The bank prosperec
Fine Wines and Liquors
can generation the Weekses to con- and laterWeeks.
was combin
with othei
Restaurant in Connection
tinue as farmers, with an excursion
large banks. Boston financiers saj
into potato starch, as has been re- that Mr.
and Mr. Weeki
corded, but the Wlngates to become ultimately Hornblower
$250,000 on the stock
VENDOME vH0TE BUILDING
soldiers, preachers and statesmen. which theymade
banl- purchased when
Paine Wlngate, for example, the great-- ' seemed to be on the verge of the
ruin.
grandson of John, was a member of
When I asked Captain Weeks aboui
tho Continental congress and later a the matter, he said: "I was a younf
senator from New Hampshire. ,
man and couldn t afford to be a ul
A Big Man Physically.
rector in a bank that had closed IU
John Wlngate Weeks of Massachu- doors in the faces of Its depositors
setts, in his name, therefore, goes back many of whom were poor and mosi
to the middle ot the seventeenth cen- ot whom were small merchants anc
W. M. MEANEY, Prop.
tury. Perhaps his gifts are equally as
,
ancient. Wherever they originated,
"How," I asked him, inasmuch at
he has made good use of them. He Is he was a sailor himself once, and h
but has less money, per- now on terms of Intimacy with man)
haps, than la often represented and high officers, "would you describe the
Republicans In Massachusetts have no- navy ot the United States?"
REGULAR DINNER
tified the country that he is their can"At the outbreak of the war In Eu
didate for president. It he is nomirope," he answered, "our navy, in my
Chicago
June,
In
main
at
the
nated
opinion, was the second best In exis
reason will have been that he Is a tence. Authorities for whom I have
We give a first class regular
candidacy,
man.
His
then,
business
great respect did not agree with me.
Dinner every day for 35c.
will be something entirely new in naThey ranked our navy third or fourth
tional politics.
Our regular service is said
some giving France second place
In his measurements, Captain Weeks
and some believing Germany was
by aU who try it to be the
is a large man. A reasonable guess stronger at sea than ourselves.
at his weight would be 250 pounds.
best in town.
"I still think that In ships alone we
Ills stature, peniiaps. Is five feet and were
the equal ot France or Germany
eyes
gray
are
and
eleven Inches. His
Give us a trial and be
much the superior ot Japan. Our
and
Is
hearty.
While
manner
frank and
his
officers are the ablest In the world;
convinced.
at tho naval academy he could slowly our
crews are the most Intelligent. No
dumbbell above his
raise a
nation gives its officers the training
head with his right hand. Then, kneelIs given to the naval officers of
ing with one leg, he could slowly raise that United
States. And the men In
dumbbell with bis left the
an
ships, coming from farms and vilMore than that he could lower our
hand.
lages, In large part, are the finest
Lordsburg, N. M.
his hands to his shoulders and slowly morally
and physically afloat and simultaneously put both dumbmy
days, back In 1880, let us say,
"In
bells above his head the second time.
the sailor on ihore leave wb" returned
A muscular youth, be was recomto bis ship sober was keelhauled or
mended by his principal to the "prupunished by bis mates. All
dential committee" that called at the otherwise changed.
I
academy in Lancaster on a hunt of a that has no more onIntoxicated sailors
the streets. Our
see
teacher for their district school. The are
' For Infants and Children
and capable.
school was then closed a group of men are sober, serious any
navy Is
large-boyhaving carried the When an estimate of
the
Years teacher into the road, slammed him made, the personnel, as well as 6ie
In Use For Over
i
down in the dirt and warned tlm ships, must be considered.
Always bear
Lessons of the War.
never to return.
the
Signature
"So I had thought that only Great
"Lick 'em and lick 'em good," the
prudential committee said.
"We'll Britain excelled us as a naval power
back you up If you do."
at the outbreak of the war In Europe.
"The third day. Captain Weeks Since the war started, France and
big,
me,
boy
"a
took Germany have geen building ships.
Ranch for Rent: For sheep or told
his pen in hand and laboriously be- Our rank just now, therefore, is ungoats. 12 milea weBt of Lordsburg. gan to write a letter that Is, be was certain. But we have a good navy.
seemingly engaged In writing a let- Still, it should be much larger."
Water. Improvement?. Early rain. ter; as a matter of fact, he was show"Has the war ta'ight the world any
ing off before the school and experinaval lessons T"
Enquire at Liberal.
menting with the new teaccer. When

V,'r

Ail

I. o. o.

i

mm h. hays I

"A great many.
It bss shown the
value of soroplnnes, which are now
known as the eyes of the fleet They
are very necessary as scouts. Leaving the deck of a vessel, they can
easily locate the enemy and are therefore of the greateet ponslble use In
the events that occur before a battle.
"The submarines, too, It has been
learned, are of a real and practical
service. All officers think tliey have
to
become a permanent addition
every navy, but there Is some dis-
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Children Cry for Fletcher's

.VxL

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use lor over íO years, lias borne the signature of
and has been made under bis per
Bona! supervision since its infancy,
:uzScy
cAjit Allow no one to deceive
you in this.
- All Counterfeits, Imitations and "
" are but
Experiments that trille with and endanger the health ol
lnfunts and Children Experience against Experiment.
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What is CASTORIA

Castorla is a harmless substitute for Castor OU, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrnps. It is pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other !N arco tie
substance. Its ago is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverislincss. For more than thirty years it
lias been in constant use for tho relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, "Wind Colic, nil Teething Troubles and
Diarrhoea. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children's Panacea The Mother's Friend.
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Just-as-go-

GENUINE

la

ALWAYS

Bears the Signature of

Use. For Over 30 Years

o
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It Always Helps

id

says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., in
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before I began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. 1 was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, I do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
I wish every suffering woman would give

mm
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Man's enemy
nature.

"is

not man. hut
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The craD fame has frllnwprl tha
flag into old Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
PUBLIC LAND SALE.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lends,
ui new mcxico.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 10, 1916.
Notice is hereby oiven that nnr.ii.nt .a
the provisions of an Act nt rvr,r...
Proved June 20, 1910, the laws oi the Stale
of New Mexico, end the rules and regulaof the State
tions
Land
Office, the
Commissioner
of Publio
Lands will of- er
at
highest
rublic bale, to the
bidder,
3
at
M.,
o'clock
P.
on
Saturday, June 17, 1916V, in the town oi Silver
City, County oi Grant, Slate oi New Mexico,
in front oi the court house therein, the following described tract oi land, vil.:
ui sections Jl, J, JJ, 34, 35, T. 21S K
2'A4' SKNE-K- 1 SKNWX. SWJ4,

cvJii",'

Sc

t.

All

...

in
WJ4NWJ4.
K. UW., All of
1, 2, 3, 4, SySNE"4.
5. All of See ion.
7

5lV v.VE!4, NWSVV'4.

l.
Lots

S,SW4,

IO-- ,

Sections 1, 2, 3, 4,
SEJ4NWJ. S
Sec.
i. 9, 10. 11. 17. 18, 20, 21, 28, NEtf. Stf Sec. 29,
sec. ju 1.
k. ww., All of Sections
I. 4, 5, , 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, S'4
Sec.
19.
NS. SE!4. Sec. 22. NKNWK
SEMNEK
NJ4NEJ4.
SEtf,
NWtfSWtf
SkiSWj Sec. 2J, WW Sec. 24, Wyi Sec. 25,
Ml of Sec. 26, EJ4 Sec. 27. All of Sections 30,
32, T. 22S.. R. 20W., All of Sections I, 2, 3,
t, 5, 8, 9, 10, X'A Sec. 12, W'S Sec. 14, All of
Secrions 15, 16, 17. 21, 22, NW, S,i Sec. 23,
Sec. 24. All oi Sec. 25, T. 22S., R. 21W.,
ontammg 40,469.28 acres. The improvements
m tins land consist oi two wells and windmills, value $1120. No bid will be accepted
for less than three dollars ($3.00) per acre.
1 ne
anove sale ol lands will be aubject
to the following terms and conditions, vi
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
holding
h
such
sale,
oi
the
prices offered
by him
for the
land:
per cent
tor
interest in a,lvanr
the balance of such purchase prices; the
fees for advertising and appraisement
and
111
cosis incidental to the sale herein, snd
:ach and all of said amounts, must be deposited in cash or certified exchange at the
ime of aale, and which aaid amounts snd sll
f them sre subject
to forfeiture to the
Slate of New Mexico ii'the successful bid-ier- s
do not execute a contract within thirty
lays after it has been mailed to them by
he State Land Office, said contract to oro.
ide for the payment of the balances oi the
purchase prices oi said tracts oi land in thirty
uai, annual installments, with interest on all
cfcrred payments at the rate of four per
nt per annum, in advance, payments snd
merest due on October 1st of each year,
ind such other conditions, obligations,
and terms as may be required by
aw.

The Commissioner of Public Lands oi New
Itxico, or his sgent holding such sale,
the right to reject any and all bids
iffered at aaid sale. Possession under con-racof sale for the above described tract
Jill be given on or before October 1, 1916.
Witness my hand and the official seal of
he Slate Land Office this 10th day of March.
U. 1916.

ROBT. P. ERVIEN,
Commissioner of Public Lands, State
oi New Mexico.
i'"irt Publication March 17, 1916.
.ast Publication May 26, l'.'ló.

May 1916.

Clutinant names as wllnessc:
Fred Lciscring. Ren Classcock. Tom Donley,
A. 1). Conner: all of Red Rock. N. M.
J. L Bt kNSlDK
Register
April 7 May S
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CASTOR

ens.

f

wage-earners.- "

well-to-d-

But for trouble anrl
could nevei know half of the good
mere is acout us. Charles Dick-

NOT1CK FOR ri'HI.ICATlON
department of the Interior. lT. 8. Land Office
at Ui Cruces. N. M., March 29, 1916
Notice is hereby given that JameH Hnrcr cf
Ked Ruck. N. M-- Who, oil AUKiist 25. 1912, m.iile
lesert laud enlrv No. 07.195. f.ir NK' NKS.
lection 11, Township 19 S.. Range 19 W.. N.M P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make
I'riKii lo rKtahli-.l- i tlnitn lo tlic
nial thrcf-yea- r
Ixrve tie
Furia V. lii.li, L'. S. Comribol.
missioner, at Lordsburg. N. M.,ou the l.Hh day

The Kind You Have Always Bought

St. Elmo Cafe

Kernel Roosevelt will nrobablv
declare war on the "New York Central Lines now for their failure
to protect American citizens at
Amherst, Ohio, where the great
wrpek occurred.
e

.

CASTORIA

w

a rniNTEirs lamentation

At midnight, when the shop was dark end .till.
A type loune spake, as type lire sometimes will i
Ah me 1 lio times hay changed since days
'
of yore,
"When "snipes' and 'quids oft strewed the
workroom floor.
How often then I heard the pleasant oilrk.
'Of types and quadrats in the shining stick,
Or watched the 'comps' 'Jeff for a Hake' of
phat,'
Or saw some down and onter pass the hat.
"But things have changed a lot since the good
old days.
And printers, too, have changed In many ways.
Now I dont mind all this efficiency.
And 'system' talk a bit. but hully seel
"It makes me want to fight, and rave, and
howl,
To see real prints wipe on a paper towel !"
R. K. Haynea In the American Printer.
All of the old timers ran understand and
appreciate every word of the above poem, but
there are many prints of later days that won't
have any idea what Mr, Haynss la talking
about. Lakewood Progress.
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Lordsburg
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doubt of It Loaded with debt, bur
dened with taxation, Europe will tun
with energy and ferocity to the worki
of peace. The factories In Europe, ex
cept In Belgium, Poland and Northen
France, have not been shut down not
burned. Indeed, new ones have boei
built Industrially, save In the placei
I have named, Europe Is bettor situ
ated now than when the war began
Facts to Be Faced.
agreement as to their general utility.
Can a swarm of submarines, for in- y "Things have been speeded on ti
Great Britain, Germany and France
stance, go to sea, meet a fleet and destroy It? The question cannot be The factories, old ones and new onea
are running. They will bo runnlni
answered until such an attempt has
after the armies at the front bav
been made and either failed or sucbeen sent home, but Instead ot mak
ceeded.
Ing cannon and ammunition, as at
"I asked one of the highest military
present, they will be operated night
authorities in the country If 1,000 suband day In the production of goodi
marines, along with mines, could safefor the American markets.
guard the United States against invasion the mines to blow up the eneAll Americans, no mutter wnettwr tnej
cmH
themselves Democrats or Hepuhlt
mies' ships off shore. If any hapoukIU to have courage enouxh ant
pened to get that near, the submarines tuna,
enough to face the facts. Europi
wisdom
having met the rest end destroyed Is going to take posBeealon
of the markeU
them before they came within striking In this country If we do not defend our
You spoke of an Invasion by sol
distance of our coasts. The answer selves.
dlers. There can also be an Invasion wltl
was that such a measure of pro,
products.
tection, an Invasion of the United
favor all kinds ot defenses military
Stales' would, to say the least, be commercial, financial and Industrial. An
right here at home I think some of ui
made very difficult.
need defonna against fallacious Ideas. Foi
"You see, no one can tell as yet Instance: This Is a great business nntloi
yet we hear many suggestions thai
what part the submarines will take and
business be taken out of the ownership
In the wars of the future. Their uses
management which have developed It
and
are slowly being developed, and wo and made it wonderfully successful, sc
that It may be turned over to the natlona
cannot know what tliey are capable of government.
doing until the French or British
Business ought to be regulated, but w
fleet meets the fleet ot Emperor have
regulated the railroads so vigorous!)
William.
that no more are being built, although
are surely needed In some parts ol
"Also, It has been learned that bat- they
country. Furthermore, the lime hat
tle cruisers are required to bring a the
come when the railroads cannot borro
navy up to Its highest efficiency. money fur short periods on as advantage
terms as can other lines of big busiCruisers formerly wore used as scouts ous
And yet transportation, next tf
ness.
and to hunt down and destroy the agriculture.
Is our most Important Indus
merchant ships of an enemy. They try.
government
ownership and oper
Would
enough
to
were swift; but not heavy
Improve the situation?
take a place In the battle line when atlon
No; the situation would be made worse
large vessels were engaged.
State ownership and operation has failed
In France, Canada and other countries
A Sea Battle First.
Wherever It has been tried, expenses are
and deficits created. On the
Increased
"The modern cruiser, however, can Western Railroad
of France the operating
per cent In three
flrht, being covered with armor and charges went up
S.2O0 new men wer
years.
More
than
30
emarmed with large, guns. Steaming
on
ployedno
workers
the tracks, engiknots an hour. It can run all around neers, conductors or brakemen,
but
a fleet of dreadnaughts and pump porters and other little politicians, clerks
places
shellB Into them from a long distance for whom were found around the general
stations.
and from any angle. Our navy must offices and at the
Government ownersnlp In the United
have battle cruisers, besides a great States
would add 1,700,000 men to our
many submarines and aeroplanes, II
class, and congress would fli
Freight rates.
am sure
we mean to be In a position where their salaries.
higher
would
be
than at present and the
we can protect ourselves against lo consumers the men
who work would be
Jury Insult, or dishonor.
icsers ana nor gainers.
--
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The Woman's Tonic

I still use Cardui when I feel a little bad,
and it always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc., are sure signs of womantired, worn-oly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.

a trial.
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Get a Bottle Today! IM
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MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 013349
United States Land Office, Las Cruces, New
Mexico, March 28. 1916
Notice is hereby given that W. H. Small and
V. P. Smith, of Lordsburg, Grant County.
Jew Mexico,
have mads application ' for a
niueial pntent to the (JOOD NIGHT Lode
.lining Claim, Sui. No. IB76, situate In Vir- ioia Mining UUtriul, County ot Grant and
Itate of New Mexico, covering aking the
ode and vein of same from the discovery
oint N. 67 degrees. 11 minutes E. 127. 66 ft.
i.id S. 67 deg. 11 min. W. 218 ft., and located
n SMi NW!4 of Sec. 13. and SE(4 NEV.
iec. 14. T. 28 8.. R. 1 W.. N. M. P. M.,
Beginning at
jnd described as follows:
Air. No. 1. a phorphry rock I 1 t
li ins.,
et 18 ins. In the ground, with mound of
whence the 4 Sec.
tone chiseled
or. between Sees. IS and 14. T. 1 8.. R.
19 W.. N. M. P. M.. kars S. 62 deg. 08
win. W. 77.8 ft.; thenee N, 41 deg. 8 min.
W. 474.62 ft. to Cor No. 8, thence N. 61
inc. 64 min. E. 1468.10 ft. to Cor. No. 8:
hence 8. 41 deg. 8 min. E. 8UII.88 ft. to
r. No. 4 ; thence 8. 18 deg. 06 min. E. 8U0.8
t. to Cur. No. 6; thence 8. 67 deg. It min.
V.
ft. to Cor. No. 1. the place of
Containing 17.207 acres, after
'wginnning.
'xcluding .086 aeras In conflict with the Jim
J row Lode. Sur. No. 161. Variation at all
omen 26 min. . Adjoining and conflicting
j'aims, as shown by the plat of survey, are:
Lode, Bur. No. 1606, and Royal
leckhart
Lode, Hur. No. 1608, on he East: Jim Crow
I.ode. Sur. No. 161. on the North; and Ex.
xlaicr Lode. Bur. No. 1811, extending across
No other
astem portion of said claim.
adjolnnig or conflicting' claims known.
of this
orglnal
loaadon
of
The notice
claim Is of rucord In the office of the County
Clerk of Grant County New Mexico, in book
28 of Mining Locations, 1st Page 848.
Jobs L. lJurii.Uk. Register.
19. u
irM puhlii iili.alf Mar. 1. .
Lust Publication; May to, 191t.
!
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ERUSALEM Is the true Easter city.
Not only Is Easter celebrated there
with gorgeous magnificence by the
Christian churches Latin, Greek, Armenian, Coptic but the large and evergrowing Jewish population of Jerusalem keeps the passover with all the
iharm of its cosmopolitanism, ana even mo
have their Easter pilgrimage to
Mohammedans
the grave of Moses.
The throng of Easter pilgrims from the whole
Christian world Is a very remarkable Bight To
V b westerner It la a revelation of oriental ChrisGreeks,
tianity In all Its picturesque devotion.
from all over the Levant; Armenians from Turkey, Persia and the Caucasus; Nnstorlans from
Mesopotamia and Persia; Syrians from Aleppo.
Damascus and Beyrout; Abyssinians from the
hermit Innd of northeast Africa; Copts from
Egypt, and men from the ancient churches of
southern India, and, above all, Russians who nowadays form by far the largest contingent of pilgrims all these races mingle with Latins from
western Europe, with Germans, English. Ameri-
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cans, Scandinavians.
In the midsi of all, and presenting an Individuality perhaps more distinct than all the others, you see the Mohammedan master of the land
the Arab In his solemn garb and majestic bearing, and the Turkish official and soldier haughty
In the exercise of his duty to keep the Christian
pilgrims In chock and 1o preserve order.
Elaborate processions and ceremonials make
holy wek In Jerusalem a gorgeous event, where
the Intimate note of the resurrection Is not conspicuous. Especially does It bring out the division of Christendom, so strikingly shown in ths
way in which Latins. Greeks, Armenians and
Copts share the Church of the Holy Scpulcher
Particularly at Easter the marvelous services of
the Greek orthodox church convey the priority of
this church In the Holy Land. And of these ceremonies, none, perhaps, is more Impressive than
that of the washing of feet on the Thursday before Easter
On that day a platform Is erected in the court
of the church, which is occupied by the Greek
bishop of Jerusalem and 12 high church dignitaries. Court, stairs, niches and every corner Is
crowded by the faithful to witness the enactment of the scone whon Josus wathrd the feot
of his disciples. The parts of Jesus. John. Peter
and Judas are each given to an ecclesiastic,
and are read with fine simplicity, though the
story Is told with a certain freedom from gospel
washes the feet of
clerics, and, repeating Jesus' words. "Let
us go. for he that will betray me Is nigh," gives
the signal to arise, and they all withdraw to the
church. Then an olive branch, hanging over the
chancel of the platform. Is pulled up to the roof
of the church amid shouts of Joy.
Next day. Good Friday, all the lights In the
Holy Sepulcher church are extinguished. This Is
symbolical of the agony and death of our Lord
and of his descent to hell, when the light of the
a brief space. Then,
w ''I was taken away for rekindled
by a superon Saturday, the lights are
natural agency, so the tradition goes. As the
church dignitaries pray in the chapel of the
sepulcher. draped In deep mourning the atom
gathers a peculiar moisture which rises as a vapor and. suddenly bursting Into a divine llama,
k'ndles the lights. It Is the custom of the people
to llsht candles from one another, and the faithful believe that the first of these candles is kindled from that supernatural Ore.
The dawn of Easter Sunday Is celebrated by a
magnificent procession which enacts. In Impressively dramatic fashion, the events of the resurthe grave
rection morn, when the women foundgreeting
reopen and empty. Then the Easter
the response. "He
sounds. "Christ Is risen!" andmass,
celebrated by
Is truly risen!" The Greek
ceremony.
the
ends
priests,
40
Although tha Easter of tha orthodox church
At the end the patriarch
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does not coincide with that of the western
churches, holy week in Jerusalem Ib celebrated
predominantly according to the Greek calendar,
the services of the other churches being repeated
on their own dates.
In all the Greek orthodox countries Ruasta,
Roiimanla, Greece. Bulgaria, Servia, Montenegro,
and a large part of Austria-HungarEaster is
celebrated with great fervor and devotion. The
Easter kiss Is a
Incident of these
celebrations
Jerusalem Is naturally full of churches, monasteries, hospices and hospitals of the various
creeds, and every one of them at Easter brings
out Its own peculiar religious Individuality. The
Latin church, for iuntane. whose establishment
In Jerusalem harks hack to Godfrey do Bouillon
and his crusaders, has a number of oriental
cLurches united to the Roman Catholic church.
Thus there are the United Greeks, the United
Syrians, the United Nestorlans, the United Armenians, the Maronltes, all of whom celebrate
mass In their own tongue and so add In their
ceremonies and garb a picturesque distinctiveness to the whole.
'Then there are the Copts, the Armenians, the
Syrian Jacobites, the Nestorlans, the Abyssinians,
The relative
besides Greeks and Protestants.
standing of the various churches is in a measure
expressed In the way they share the 15 lamps
that burn in the Holy Sepulcher chapel, which
is in the center of the stone that was rolled away
from JeHus' grave by the angels. Five of these
lamps belong to the Latins, five to the Greeks,
four to the Armenians and one to the Copts.
Away from the ecclesiastical ceremonial the
pilgrim In Easter time seeks the traditional
places nbere our Lord spent his last days and
nights. Of these Gethsemane is the principal
goal, and here the difference in creed among tha
many visitors is obliterated by an earnest and
quiet devotion which Is unexpectedly free from
the emotional.
Another figure has a prominent place In Easter
celebrations In Jerusalem; that of Moses, whose
liberation of the Jewish people from the yoke of
Egypt Is commemorated In the ancient Hebrew
paschal feast.
There Is a very little known Mohammedan
celebration which, though no longer so general as
To
formerly. Is still a most Interesting one.
the Mohammedan, it must be remembered, Jerusalem is a holy city, like Mecca and Medina, and
there Is a saying among Arabs, "Syria Is the
blessed county, Palestine the holy land, and Jerusalem, the holy city. Is the holy of holies."
Native Mohammedans and pilgrims make up
a procession and Issue from the Slttl Myrtam
gate. They are joined by throngs of their brethren from the neighboring villages, and, amid the
wildest enthusiasm, with standards being borne
aloft and to the typical Arab music of drum and
flfe, the pilgrimage proceeds in the direction of
the Dead sea.
As the Arabs claim common descent with the
Jews from Abraham, the Holy Land holds traditions equally sacred to them. Jerusalem is
second only-- to Mecca In sanctity because It contains, according to tradition, the rock of Abraham's sacrifice, over which the famed mosque of
Omar Is built The Arab pilgrimage to the burial
place of Mqses recalls the similar one to the tomb
of Noah, near the ruins of Baalbek, a short distance from Damascus.
In cosmopolitan charm Easter In Constantinople
almost equals that found In Jerusalem. The capital
of the Turkish empire is. of course, in Itself highly
cosmopolitan; and there Is no other city In the
world where so many languages are beard in the
streets, not by foreigners, but by the variegated
native population. The background here is not
Jewish and Mohammedan, as In Jerusalem, but
Mohammedan and Christian, with a strong tinge
of Spanish Jewry.
y
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Of tne native Christians tne Greens predomi
nate, but there has always been a very numerous
Armenian element In Constantinople. The mag
nificent Greek orthodox ceremonial well reflects
the towering strength of that church In the
Levant which for centuries, under the absolute
rule of the Ottoman sultans, acted in th capacity
oí Imperial overseer of the Christian people un
der Turkish sway. Until the comparatively recent
rise of the Balkan nationalities Roumanian,
Servian, Bulgarian, Montenegrin Greek was the
language of all cultured people of orthodox faltn
And
outside of Russia and Austria-HungarGreek intellectual, social and political control
through the unifying power of the Greek church
was more complete under Ottoman rule than It
had been under the Byzantine emperors.
Recent events have once more shown the force
of the people of Greek speech. Through the
breaking away of the Bulgarian church and the
erection of a Bulgarian exarchate, Greek in religion, but Bulgarian in speech and political alms,
it has been temporarily weakened.
"Christos Anestl" "Christ Is risen" Is the
Easter cry In Constantinople that you hear on
all sides accompanied by the exchange of the tra"Paskalia Poulla" "flowers of
ditional kiss.
Easter time" are sold everywhere to the festive
throng In the narrow streets. In the butcher
shops you see the passover lambs wlUi gilded
feet and the choice pieces the kidneys placed
on a gold foil.
The variety of types and costumes seen in this
throng where the West meets the East is most
remarkable All the Christians of the Levant are
there; Bulgarians in embroidered jackets;
Greeks from the mountains, sporting the fustanel-la- ,
the kilt which resembles a dancer's skirt;
burly men from the Adriatic, Levantines. Armenians; ladies in the latest Parts fashions, genuine
and otherwise, and, of course, a host of French,
Germans. Italians, Austrians, Russians, English
,
and Americans.
The Mohammedan is by no means Inconspicuous, whether he be Turk, Arab in flowing robes,
Persian merchant, Albanian soldier, Kurdish
hamal in his SuLday dress or even negro women
In yellow dress. The westerner wendB his way
from Pera across the bridge through the suburbs
past the Rose mosque Gul
of
Jamee to the Christian quarter of
where he finds the festive joy of the Greek
Easter.
The procession of the Greek clergy some of
them strikingly handsome men with their long
beards and blue eyes starts from the patriarchal
palace and proceeds past the Turkish guards, who
keep the crowd In check, to the Greek church.
Though small. It Is richly adorned with chiseled
chancel and pillars with Ivory eagles. After long
litanies, prayers,- - responsories and benedictions
characteristic of Creek ritual, the Easter gospel
Is read.
This Is done In no less than six languages, and,
curiously enough, two of them are Mohammedan,
Arabic and Persian. The others are French and
Italian. Albanian and Greek. The Greek Is read.
or, rather, sung, with a peculiar Intonation by the
deacon, and the others are read by special read
ers in characteristic garb. Meanwhile mam is
being celebrated in a niche of the altar, where
the patriarch blesses the Easter offerings.
The faithful in their festive mood are quite
free in their behavior and remarks as they listen
to the readings la six languages, of which only
Greek, French and Italian Is really understood.
After the service the pAtrlarch and Lis attendants
retire to the patriarchal palace, where a reception
Jubalee-Kepoose-
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There Is inore actual development
work being done In the Parker sec
tion than at any other period In its
history.
The Mother Lode Mines Company,
operating the Roadside mine at Union
Pass, has received a big compressor
and necessary machine drills.
Dlok Mathews recently made a
strike on the properties, the Patter
son group, located about three miles
from the Independence, In the Miami
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can't look or feel right
with the syntem full
of poisons.
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per unit of 60 per cent, $70;
cents, $46.20; 10 per cent, $tl.
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Metal Market Quotations.
Spelter, St. Louis $18.75.
aa3 ,& anC ucoch gpj ,ch 123456 1234
Copper, casting $26.624.
Iead, Naw York $8.00.
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Drinking Hot Water

MINING AND OIL

district

Millions of folks bathe Internally
now Instead of loading their system
with drugs. "What's an liiHids bath?"
you say. Well, It is guaranteed to
miracles if you could beileve
por-forr- a

these hot water enthusiasts.
There are vast numbers of men and
women who, Immediately upon arising
In the morning, drink a glass of real
hot water with a teaspoonful of limestone phosphate in it. This is a very
excellent health measure. It Is intended to flush the stomach, liver, kidneys and the thirty foot of intestines
of the previous day's waste, sour bile
aud indigestible material left over in
the body which, if not eliminated evory
day, become food for the millions of
bacteria which infest the bowels, the
quick result is poisons and ton Ins
which are then absorbed into the
blood causing headache, bilious attacks, foul breath," bad taste, colds,
stomach trouble, kidney misery, sleeplessness, impure blood and all sorts
of aliments.
People who feel good one day aud
badly the next, but who simply can
not get feeling right are urged to obtain a quarter pound of limestone
phosphate from any druggist or storekeeper. This will 'cost very little but
is sufficient to make anyone a real
crank on the subject of Internal sanit-

The property cf E. A. Shaw, Lew
Souther and Charles W. Lynch, near
Hackberry, has been optioned to parties who are to brgln active opera
tions at once.
An ore shoot firty feet long and
from four to five feet wide, having a
value of $253.68 sliver to the ton and
a copper content of 3.6 per cent to
the ton, has been opened on the prop
erty of the Tuscumbla Mining & Mill- ation-.
Just as soap and hot water act on
ing Company near Prescott.
the skin, cleansing, sweetening and
freshening, so limestone phosphate
New Mexico.
hot water act on the stomach,
Tyrone, Grant county's newest cop and
liver, kidneys and bowels. It is vastper camp, is a buy place.
ly more important to bathe on the inThe high price of spelter has side than on the outside,' because the
caused a small boom in zinc mining skin pores do not absorb impurities In
in Luna county.
to the blood, while the bowel- pores do.
Prospectors hare discovered a de
AdT.
posit of blue and red granite a few
Getting Rid of Them.
miles south of Lucy.
First Alpine Tourist I say. Will,
The Santa Fé railroad has placed
T
an order for 1,000 additional Cassel are you asleep
Second Alpine TouriBt r Asleep?
dump cars for use in. transporting
Hang it how
coal and coke from the coal districts No, I should think not!
of southern Colorado and northern they bite!
First TouriBt Try my dodge. Light
New Mexico.
pipe, and blow a cloud under the
your
A mining deal of large proportions
clothes! They let go directly. There's
and of great importance to Grant a lot perched on the footbar of my bed
county, has just been consummated. now coughing like mad!
The Qualeys, well known mining operators of El Campo and Santa Eulalia, Mexico, have taken over all the KIDXEY TROUBLE
principal mines of Victoria, a camp
forty miles south of Silver City.
Wyoming.'
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, ia
an interview of the vubject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
so many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so common to the American people, and ths
large majority of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect that
they have the disease.
According to this it would seem that a
medicine for the kidneys, possessing real
healing and curative properties, would be
a blessing to thousands.
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
the well
known kidney, liver and bladder remedy,
is remarkably successful in sickness caused
by kidney and bladder troubles. It is mild
and gentle in ita action and its healing influence is soon noticed in most cases.
There is no other remedy like Swamp-RooIt will surelv and eflectivelr over
come kidney, liver and bladder troubles
you
and
can depend upon it. Go to any
drag store and get a bottle so as to start
treatment today. You will soon see a
marked improvement.
IIoux.
However, if you wish first to test this
The Ohio Oil Company has leased great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
a large acreage in the vicinity oi sample
When writing be sure and
Cody and is putting down its first mentionbottle.
this paper. Adv.
Edmonds,
D.
H.
on
of
well
the ranch
near which the Mountain States Oil
Sociability.
Company recently discovered oil at
"I hope you are not one of those
feet.
a depth of only tolrty-eevemen who go home and find fault with

Newcastle snow is retarding
work at the Sun Oil Company's gold
placers. Snow is two feet deep on
the level.
To C. W. and W. C. Ford belongs
the honor of bringing in the first
gusher in the Grass Creek oil field.
When the oil was encountered it
spouted over the derrick.
The Occidental Gold Mining Company is in process of Incorporation
at Sunrise with a capital stock of
$100,000.
ulvided into 10,000 shares,
and the term of existence is fifty
years.
Articles of Incorporation for the
Consumers' Coal Company, a $1,000
000 concern, organized for the pur
pose of engaging in coal mining in
Converse county near Lost Spnln,gs,
were filed with Secretar' of State
At
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the dinner."
"No,"
answered Mr. Growcher,
"my wife and I eat at a restaurant
McUee and Barr have tungsten ore where we can both find fault."
from their mine near Ironton running
from 10 to 70 per cent.
STOP ITCHING INSTANTLY
It is predicted by men who are in
position to know that there will be at
least four minea, near May Day spur, With Cuticura 8onp and Ointment.
Nothing Better. Trial Frte.
shipping ore to the Durango smelter
this summer.
Bathe the affected part with Cuticura
A new tungsten mining company,
Soap and apply the Ointment For eccomposed exclusively of members of zemas, rashes, irritations, pimples, danthe faculty of the University of Colo druff and sore hands Cuticura Soap
rado, was formed at Boulder to oper and Ointment are supreme. Nothing
ate a lease of 100 acres of tungsten--, better, cleaner or purer than these
bearing land on North Boulder creek.
emollients at any price.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Owing to the Increased price of
lead, the Ohio & Colorado smelter has Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. 1
announced a 7 per cent increase In Boston. Sold everywhere. Adr,
the wages of all the smelter employéa
Hereditary.
in Salida.
The Increase amounts to
"She doesn't seom to mind the sub$13,000 a month and affects 300 men.
way crush at all. Crowds never bothConnection has been made between er her a bit"
the main, shaft of the Elkton Consol
"No wonder!
Her ancestors came
idated Mining & Milling Company over in the Mayflower."
and the Cripple Creek deep drainage
tunnel at a point about four miles
Important to Mother
from the portal of the bore at a depth
Examine carefully every bottle oi
CASTOIUA, a safe and sure remedy for
of 1,640 feet
There is a rumor current at Ouray infants aud children, and see that tt
Bears the
ore body has recent
that a sixty-foo- t
'y been encountered in the lower Signature
workings of the Camp Bird mine and In Use for Over 30 Years.
that the ore la of a grade far above Children Cry for Fletcher's CastorU
the average of any taken out recently.
It's easy for a man to follow adManager Jos. Boyce made a rich
strike of tungsten ore in the Hercu vice that coincides with his own
les mine, which lies at the south end views.
of Main street of the town of Sil- Tied Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
verton.
farther than liquid blue. iitt. from any
An ore body, said to be two and a grocer. Adv.
bait feet wide, has been made on the
Calliope property in the Ouray dis
8ome people get a lot of
out of trouble by lying about It
trict
Colorado.
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APR'L CROP AND

Condition of Wheat Not Up to Six- Year Average.
Stock Losses -from Disease Small.

Weatern Newapapar L'nlon Nwi Service.
COMINO EV5CNT9.

April 75 Republican
at A IhiKiuerque.
May 14 Democratic

Stat Convention
StaU Convention
at Alhuiuirque.
Meeting at Eust
line
Ijii VABrna.Teacher"
July
Cowboys' Reunion at La
Veirtia
Sept. 7
State Tennis Tournament at
8

These Three Women Tell How They
Escaped die Dreadful Ordeal of
Surgical Operations.

-.

lloaweil.

Oct. I

i

Arlat Oranrt Canon,
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New Mexico finnUrra

atlon Convention
Aria.

live stock

REPORT.

STATE NEWS

rf O
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Taos is to have a new Jail,
ftoswell Is to have a summer

.V,

wholesome cakes,
biscuits and pastry, use

KC

CiactrAV

K C BAKING POVDER

VYcatern Newapaper Union Nawa Service.

Santa Fé. A summary of the April
crop and live stock report for the
State of New Mexico and for the
United Slates, as compiled by the Bureau of Crop Estimates (and trans-

Always safe and reliable. Hit
isn 't all we claim your grocer

mitted through the Weather Bureau)
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Is at

will refund your money.

Wheat.

JAQUES MFG. CO, CHICAGO

follows;

April 1 this year.
everngo of con90
of normal;
school.
dition figures for April 1,
Is
Clovis
epidemic
mallpox
at
The f
U. S. Condition April 1 this year,
about ended.
average April 1 condi78.3;
Fire destroyed the livery barn of A. tion, 87.3.
Rye.
S. Berk at Clovis.
State Condition April 1 this year,
Denilng will observe April 15 to 22
;
average April 1 condition.
as Dreas Up Week.

Hospitals are great and necessary institutions, but they
should be the last resort for women who suffer with ills
peculiar to their sex. Many letters on file in the Pinkham
Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., prove that a great number of
women after they have been recommended to submit to an
operation have been made well by Lydia E. Pinkham's
Here are three such letters. All
Vegetable Compound.
sick women should read them.

For light,

2

NEW MEXICO

State.

Condition

94.

has been appointed
postmaster at Tucumcarl.
Santa Fe Presbyterians are plan
and
to
iiiiimiiiiiliiiliiliiiiiilll
doctor
went
the
ning
to erect a new church building.
Wis.
Marinette.
"I
BIIM.-- T
the American
he told me I must have an orration for a female
A local branch of
Red Cross is being organized in Sil
trouble, ana i natea 10 nave u none as x uau lk:h
married only a short time. I would have terrible
ver City.
I,
were cold all the
Clayton has a mysterious poison
;!lh.
,1 paina and my hands and feet
case which nearly cost the lite of J. W.
pound and was cured, and I feel hetter in every
Van Horn.
way. I give you permission to publish my name
The body of Charles C. Bralncrd,
again.
feel
well
thankful
ieiiii
that I
because I am bo
the Tyrone bartender was burled In
Mm. Fred Behnkk, Marinette, Wis.
Sliver City.
"Detroit. Mich. "When I first took Lydia E.
A Silver City trained nurse, Miss
,
L
Vegetable
was
so
run down
Comnound I
tanVham'a
Emmellne Silva, has been stricken
orifh fnmaia fmnhloa that I could not do anvtbine. and our doctor
with typhus at El Paao.
I could hardly walk
said I would have to undergo an operation.
and what
F. W. Nations has shipped 1,000
without help so when I read about the Vegetable Compound
of
got
bottle
try
a
would
it.
thought
I
head
of Angora goats from his ranch
I
others
for
I
done
had
It
.
near Montoya to market.
Lydia K rinknam s vegetaDie jompouna ana a package ui muí a
according to directions.
llnkham'8 Sanative Wash and used them my
A "Sunlight Meeting" of farmers to
work and I am well."
n,ntr hoiui ma onrl tnrlnv T dm able to do all
hear the gospel of better farming was
Mrs. Thos, Dwter, 989 Milwaukee Ave, East, Detroit, Mich.
a new departure at Auga Frla.
Bellevue,
I suffered more than tongue can tell with terrible
The $20,000 Issue of Demlng sewer
bearing down pains and inflammation. I tried several doctora and
bonds carried at the recent
extension
they aU told me the same story,' that I never could get well without
election by a vote of 73 to 25.
a
also
of
tried
thought
that.
I
an operation and I just dreaded the
Orders have been issued for the ev
me and none
rood many other medicines that were recommended to
tablishment of an underground tele
K Rnk-ham- 's
f them helped me until a friend advised me to give Lydia
phone system at Fort Bayard.
Vegetable Compound a trial. The first bottle helped, 1 kept
Peter Gtmson killed a mountain Hon
taking it and now I don't know what it is to be sick any more and I
near Cimarron which measured seven
am picking up in weight I am 20 years old and weigh 145 pounds.
to me if 1 can have the opporfeet tea inches from tlfl to tip.
It will be the greatest pleasure
suffering woman." Misa Irckx
any
other
to
it
recommend
to
tunity
At the recent elections water bonds
Fkobuohxr, 1923 Manhattan St, North Side, Bellevue, Fa.
were voted by the citizens of dinar
ron, East Las Vegas and Las Cruces.
If you would like special advice write to Iyd la E.bePinkham
opened,
Med. Oo.iconfidential),Lynn, Mass. Your letter wiUconfidence.
Contracts for beets are being signed
raad and answered by a woman and beld in strict
up and the acreage this year on- - the
Maxwell tract will be fully 500 acres.
Save Meteorite.
MUST TAKE TIME TO REST
More than 300 nativ is, men, women
The 'South African Journal of Scichlldrea, were confirmed by
and
ence records the steps that have been Development of Beauty Depends
Bishop Schuler, of El Paso, at San
thus far taken, at the suggestion of
Great Deal on That and on One's
Jose.
the South African Association for the
Environment.
The Borderland Tire Manufacturing
Advancement of Science, to secure
Company with an authorized capital of
legislation in various countries in the
It cannot be impressed upon us too
Interests of science. The committees often that harmony of surroundings 1150,000, has been organized in Las
of sections A and C of the British as- is absolutely necessary to the devel Cruces.
Repairs and improvements totaling
sociation adopted the following resolu- opment of beauty. It depends on the
tion at the Australia meeting: "That soul quality for its inspiration and $15,000 will be made at Cloudcroft In
In view of the fact that meteorites growth. The soul quality dies unless preparation for the summer rush of
'which convey Information of world- nurtured by such surroundings as are tourists.
wide importance are sometimes dis- pleasing. The sum of approximately $15,000
posed of privately In such a way as to
Each personality must choose the col will be spent on beautifying and im
deprive the public of this information, org and shades that are most soothing. proving Cloudcroft before the resort
the council be requested to take Buch
Every woman cannot have her home opens about May 1.
steps as may initiate International leg- decorated Just as she wishes. .But ev
The streets around the State Cap!
islation on the matter." Since the ery woman can have some one corner .ol building in Santa Fe will be
Australian meeting this resolution has that Is her own that is decorated in paved, $10,000 having been approp
been accepted by the council of the the colors and with the things (they riated for that purpose.
British association and transmitted to may be very simple and inexpensive)
The Santa Fé Railway Company is
the International Association of Acade- that appeal to her. When she Is tired enlarging
stockyards, and mak
, the
mies.
go to this corner and find rest tig numerous repairs 'it Arriba, three
let
there reading her favorite authors miles north of Las Vegas.
'
Gas In Photography.
looking at her favorjte pictures, sew
Petitions asking the county commis
Photography by gaslight not only Ing, crocheting or sitting and thinking
the work of the camera Itself, but the If it Is 'Impossible for such a corner sioners to employ a county agricultn
printing of the picture has been given to be had, surely there is some spot ral agent are being circulated among
an interesting demonstration by the of the town or city, some library, mu 'axpayors of Union county.
Photographers' Association of Amer- seum, church, park, some place where
Spring conditions In the Estancia
were never better, the recent
alley
ica.
picture
In
that
rest
the
find
can
she
snows having put the ground In excel
George Graham Holloway of Terre surrounds her.
.
Haute, Ind., has been using gaslight
The bean
Luxury, when you think of it. Is not lent condition for
In his studio for two years and reports of nenesslty attractive. So often it Is creage will be more than doubled
enthusiastically of Its success. With it In bad taste that the Joy comes often Jila year:
a photographer can work as well In a In being able not to have to indulge
Gov. McDonald appointed W. P.
ground-flooroom as anywhere else; In .
of Albuquerque a member of
3outhard
he is not hindered by gloomy days or
Mont women are much more attrac
Commission to succeed
the
State
rainfall; he can take pictures at night, tlve at home. This Is because In the Robert E. Fair
Putney, resigned.
and the Incandescent mantles give him sotting of the thing they love, which
of Allle
Mamie D. McCullough,
a light that resembles sunshine more are part of their personalities, they
nearly than any other. It Is not so are In repose. The woman who Is Vlncente Mortlnez of La Liendre, H
sharp as electric light, which generally beautiful under the glare of the sun S. Van Peters of Las Vegas, and
loses the soft shadows and falsifies In all sorts of places is indeed fortu J. D. Allen of Magdalena, have been
?orainis8iono 1 notaries public by Gov
color values. Exchange.
nate!
ernor McDonald.
A Secret.
All Hard.
April came in like a lion in Santa
"Does anybody know how Van Geld
"I can sell you this house on very Fé with several light snowfalls culml
money?"
his
made
easy puyments."
nut lng In a fall that covered the land
"Evidently not. Otherwise Van
"That's interesting. I didn't know scape to a depth of a couple of Inches
would probably be In Jail."
there was any such thing as easy the trees and shrubbery being loaded
payments."
down with a white coating.
Bmile on wash day. That's when you use
Red Crom Ban Blue. Clothes whiter than
Farmers under the Rio Grande pro
Their Class.
now. All grocer. Adv.
ject will save $25.000 a year until the
rets vary in mnereni cnmaicB.
opened formally, it
"Yes, I suppose that In solar circles project has been
Only a fool goose would tackle the
Is believed, as a result of a revision
M
Via
dn
u.
.
.
....
aim
th.v
s
golden-eguu
c
business.
Vb
covering operation
of the contract
and maintenance of the project units.
"
AILING WOMEN
A Judgment for $51,000 was award
NEED THIS FAMOUS
ed In favor of the defunct First State
NEWEST IN CHEMISTRY Bank of Las Cruces against W. N. Ha
DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTION
ger, surety on the bond of M. O. Lle
This Is a recent discovery of Doctor wellyn, former treasurer of the State
Thousands of women who are now
blessed with robust health cannot un- Pierce, head of the Invalids' Hotel, College, which had about $75,000 In
derstand why thousands of other wom- Buffalo, N. T. Experiments tor sev the bank when it failed.
en continue to worry and suffer from eral years proved that there Is no
A rifle club is being organized In
aliments peculiar to women when they other eliminator of urlo acid compa Silver City, to be under the direction
Dr.
sum
trifling
can obtain for a
rabie. For those easily recognized of the National Board for tho ProPierce's Favorite Prescription which symptoms of Inflammation as back' motion of Rifle Practice In the United
will surely and quickly banish all ache, scalding urine and frequent
pain, distress and misery and restore nation, as well as sediment in the States.
On behalf of constituents. Con
urine, or If urle acid In the blood hai pressman
the womanly functions to health.
Hernandez asked the U. S.
exDr.
Plerce'a
of
rheumatism,
"Anuria"
caused
acti
prescription
This
Department to widen the
Indian
tema
quickly,'
Is
herbs
and
of
the
roots
Joints
rheumatism
In
tractad from
In gravel and gout. Invariably tin sheep trail across th Jlcarilla resperance remedy.
capains and stiffness which so frequentl; ervation.
To get rid of lrregularlUea, or
All the canned tomatoes in the
tarrhal condition, to avoid pain at cer- and persistently Accompany the dli plant of the Lakewood Truck at Fruit
tain time, to overcome irritability ease rapidly disappear.
Send Dr. Pierce 10c for large trie Growers' Association, have been sold
and. weakness, waste no time, but get
package.
Full treatment 60c. All to Jobbers. The sup;iy amounts to
In
Prescription
Favorite
Plerce'a
D.
four carloads.
liquid or tablet form this very day. druggists.
T. F. Cormon
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Buy materials that last
O

TV

April 1 this year,
average April 1 condi-

it!

Condition

87.8;
tion, 89.9.

Hogs.

State. Losses from disease past
average, 2.1.
ear,,1.3;
U. S. Losses from disease past year,
average, 6.627o.
6.CS;
Cattle.
State. Losses from disease past
average,
year, 2.3;
Losses from exposure past year, 1.5;
average, 3.5.
V. S. Losses from disease past year,
average, 2.01. Losses
1.96;
from exposure past year, 1.07; 10- average,
yesr
1.66.
Sheep.
State. Losses from disease past
average, z..y0.
year, 2.1 Vol
Losses from exposure past year, 3.6;
average, 4.8.
U. S. Losses from disease past year,
2.48. Losses
í.16;exposure average,
past year, 2.177c;
from
average, 3.11.
Horses and Mules.
State. Losses from disease past
average, 2.4.
year, 1.5;
U. S. Losses from disease past year,
average, 1.95.
1.75;
"Dry s" Meet
Albuquerque.

at

Albuquerque.

r
strict
platform designed to permit
by the ,Woman's Christian Temperance Union or other temperance
organizations was adopted at the first
state Prohibition convention here.
counties were
of the twenty-sirepresented hy delegates or proxies.
"
Three ministers, the Rev. Messrs.
Shade of Las Vegas, Peterson of Demlng and Ogllvle of Roswell, wero
named delegates to the national convention. The Rev. Randolph Cook of
Albuquerque, who presided, and three
others, were named on the state com'
mittee.

A

anti-liquo-

Fit-tee- n

States Taxable Valuation $50,000,000,
Santa Fe With a total property
valuation in the state of $305,710,500,
an Increase of $33,808,000, the total
taxable value of livestock in New
Mexico is close to $50,000,000, a state
tabulation shows.
tax commission
This is an Increase of nearly
over 1914. Tha total number
of all livestock In the Mate Is placed
at $3,390,000. The value of the total
of 878,000 cattle Is placed at $32,036
There
000, an Increase of
are 2,120,000 sheep, valued at $9.'
628,000, an Increase of $1.786,000.

Eooiing

Fully guaranteed
beat
reaponaibility

For aal. by dealers

.ery where

at reasonable

price

Roofing Manufacturing Company
General
World' lamttt manufacturen of Hoofing ana tntuamg rupcrw

m Ym ntj Clima
I.w Ortrua Lm

miaaVlplila

aiuMIM

at

Uala.
Utr

fcaataa

Ch'thM niuaaiak
LI..
hula ladlaaaaalla áüuu

0H

SMkana4

rnmm In

MaatM

auteaiU

Tell your dealer that

McPHEE

&

McGINNITY, DENVER, COLO.

are wholesale distributors of

SO

DIDN'T

SMITH

GET

Certain-tee- d

Products.

Makes Own Connections.

IT

printer laughed at the
The
type by machine. And
Debtor Was Perfectly Willlnfl to Pay Idea of setting
the telephone girl Is laughing now nt
Bill, and the Arrangement Satisthe idea of an automatic switchboard
fied All Parties.
that would dispenso with her melodi
A very angry client entered a New ous
He had called Alas for her, for the gray beginning of
York lawyer's fflce.
new day is In the East.
upon a debtor and asked him politely
A semiautomatic telephone exchange
to pay a bill cf $2.50, and had been
abused for his pains. Now he wanted system already has been Invented anil
perfected and probably will be In opthe lawyer to collect It.
eration in the near future. It takes
was
bill
The lawyer demurred. The
so small that it would cost the whole only one operator with the aid of this
device to run a whole system. All conamount to collect It.
shut-off- s
are made auto"No matter," said tho angry one. "1 nections and
Henry Peter Clausen of
don't care If I don't get a cent so long matically.
Mt. Vernon, N. Y., the Inventor, deas that follow has to pay it."
So the lawyer wrote the debtor a let clares that It will revolutionize the
ter, and in a day or two the latter ap telephone system of tho world and
He did not make the service cheaper.
peared in high dudgeon.
owe any $2.50, and he would not pay.
Of Course.
"Very well," said the lawyer; "then
"Hopkins says he owes everything
my instructions are to sue.
nut
should hardly think it would pay you he has to his wife."
"I suppose that is why he put hlx
to stand suit tor so small a sum."
property in his wife's name before he
"Who will get the money If I pay
failed."
it?" asked the man.
The lawyer was obliged to confess
Dr. Tierce's Pelleta are best for liver,
that he should.
bowels and tomaeh. One little Pellet fnr
. "Very well," said the debtor; "that's
a laxative three for a cathartic Adv.
another matter. If Smith Isn't going
Ridicule never kills unless the
to get It, I am perfectly willing to pay
death is deserved.
It." Youth's Companion.
old-tim- e

ASK FOR AND GET
Power of Lightening.
Lightning has been proved to have
struck a building with a force equal
power. A
to more than 12,000-horssingle horse power, In mechanical calTH8 HIGHEST QUALITY
culation, la equivalent to raising a
weight of 33,000 pounds one foot in
a minute. The force of lightning,
therefore, has been proved to be equal
Save the trademark signature of Pa I F.
to the raising of 384,000,000 pounds Skinner
from all packages and exchange free
one foot in a minute. This is equal for Oneida Community Silverware.
VCnte
to the united power of 12 of our larg
today for free
recipe book and full
24
collectively
having
steamers,
est
information.
power each. The
engines of
MFG. CO., OMAHA, U.S.A.
SKINNER
velocity of electricity Is so great that
LARGEST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
It would travel around fhe world eight
$16,000,000 Fraternal Insurance.
Santa Fe Fraternal insurance to times in a second.
was in
the amount of $15,867,285
GOOD REPORT
force in New Mexico on December
Doctor Proved Value of Poatum.
of
was
31, 1915.
an Increase
This
$1,429,474 compared with the amoun'.
Physicians know that good food" and
Kids Kleen
The drink, properly selected, are of the utIn force at the close of 1914.
The moat practical. KrmhWuI. pUyiimr
Armenia ever mTentcd tot chiUrca I to
benefit certificates held in the state most Importance, not only for the re6 ycftta of Af. Matdc in ooe piece) with
at the end of the last year numbered lief of disease but to maintain health
00 hávck. tiAulT abnoed at of M.
Easily wish d. NobcritdfttTticbsncii
12,761, as against 11,083 at the end even when one la well.
lo atad arculabOÉs. Made as blue
year.
of the preceding
denim, and blue nal white hickory
A doctor writes, "I count it a pleasatripca fot ail the y cm (ouixi Ako
ure to say a good word for Postura
bghter weight,
lAtcna! b
reto
dark blue, cadet bíue, taa of dai k fed
$20,000 Insurance Collected.
I
enabled
been
with which have
or aurotner wear, aH apcropriately
many
sufferers, and which I
ttuntned with hut color aalarea.
Santa Fe Fees collected by the lieve so
Made Dutch seek wh elbow
State insurance Department during count,, with its valued companion
alerrta aad high fteck and tnof
Grape-Nutsblessings.
dally
of
one
the
$20,leaves.
totaled
March
of
month
the
"Coffee was banished from my own
116.94, and this amount was turned
75c the suit
into the state treasury. In addition, table some time ago and Postum used
51J ' y ra.i!laEoduim,ct.araiM cpaid
In(Coffee
place."
regularly
f
In
wc,ár
is
its
the state corporation commission colaancaptot pner, 3caach.
lected Insurance fees to the amount jurious to many persons, because it
of $2,514. The corporation fees col contains the subtle, poisonous drug,
of Imkariaaa. Louk It
Ü
To Huma oa iba LakaL
llaJi bv
lected by the commission in March caffeine.)
innecessary
Levi
Co.,
&
Strauss
San Francisco
to
find
frequently
"I
It
I
$1,088.30.
amounted to
Aw.rd.d GRANO PRIZE at tl't P. P. I.E.
struct patients when they take Pos- V
tum for the first time to be quite sure
State Land are Sold.
that It Is properly made according to
Santa Fe Another 48,000 acres of directions, then It has a clear,
by
Demlng
at
sold
state lands were
color and a rich, snappy taste,
Fred Muller of the state, land office, as well as health giving qualities.
W. D. Murray and associates of Sil
The above letter, received over ten
ver City bought 6,000 acres of the so- - years ago, 1..-- fully confirmed by a retract at $5 an acre, cent letter from, the doctor, In which
called Mlesse
bought 42,000 he says:
people
Los Angeles
GUddea Tow Wiaaar
acres at $3 an. acre.
"It is a pleasure to render a good
report covering a product of which I 5 Passenger, Cray -L
!
Davis, Electrlo Light
am so enthusiastic a friend.
Rejected Cousin Snoots Girl of 18,
"I am UBlng In my hoaae your Pos- and Starter, 25 H. P.
Artesia. Because she would not
marry him. It was said, Jesus Aguilar tum Cereal in both Us forms. And, Greatest bill elimber; t8 to 80 miles on I (allot
ffttaollue. 10.(KO allies oa on et of lire
shot and perhaps fatally wounded what is more, I am having it used In biewarl
fipeelumt4r, one man mutaMlr top, l
patients
families
of
in
several
the
In wheal I.rko, Sa:4 ln h Urea, welarlit l.ftK
years
old, his first
Flora Martinez, 18
SkTÍ IXHlrlhutnra fnr t:ilnra.(l(t
noniifla
which
are
children,
there
and
all
unite
cousin. She was to be married to anHew Mexico, Wyoming aud Weatern Nebraaka.
In endorsing the fine qualities of your
other.
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.
admirable product"
ttiioceanot to Colorado Oarteroar Go.
BROADWAY
DENVER. COLO
Name given by Postum Co., Battle 1636-4To Survey Public Lands.
LIVE. AGENTS WANTED
Santa Fe Guy T. Harrington, dep- Creek, Mich.
Postum comes In two forms:
uty United States surveyor, will leav
Postum Cereal the original form
with a surveying corps to survey the
must be well boiled. 15c and 25c
remaining public lands in eastern
I
Ore on a Match-En- d
Pkgs.
for quick lúa ti ftua lua of aa lunk la tba Said
Mora county that are si 111 unsurveyed.
powder-disso- lves
Instant
Postum
a
soluble
waraa fasti
froto
There is no other section of New
Make hnby me Iter on nd of suatrh Or twi.
quickly in a cup of hot war
Tulit) IIUU Ittttail OL ÍH Man
... .I If .
Mexico into which homesteaders have
bwuaJet "Nw Hrinnoo of l'rWLHjtiia.M
poured in such large numbers of late ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
years, but those settling on unsur a delicious beverage Instantly. 80c
veyed land, thereby merely acquired and 60c tus.
Both forms are equally delicious and
WfttJutB W.CtlrTtian,Waah'
the rights of squatters and cannot
tttxt. ltta-a- t
FATBITS ltiguiia,rJÍmuoJtuua. atMi
roa Ui
perfect their titles until survey is cost about the same per cup.
a
Reason''
for
Postum.
There'
made, approved' and filed.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO.
old by Grocers.
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SHOP

BARBER

PARLCI?

I&

BATHS. L.U"NDRV AiiENCY
NpxI door to Potoftlt

1
I Lniiimni'Ro,

"" ""'

vwv wwww

L

K.

I

MKXICO

fofa f'"

THEATRE

STAR

Felix Jones, prop.

LOCAL & PERSONAL
Frank Creswell was here
áleins on Monday.

World Features
now showing

Mrs. Robert Woods of Redrock
was in the city Friday en route to
her home from San Simon, Ariz..
where she had been on a week's
visit.

mwwvn; Thursday Nights
Big Universal Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

W

.

John Haydon

Blacksmith, Wheel wright
Sprmt and axel Welding
Wood Working
Horscshoing.

PRICES:

BUICK "25" FOR SALE $57B
Pic snap. Self starting and

15 and 25c

hauled.

For Our Regular Show

Collar1'

A

Every

Good

Just

over-

as new.

En-

quire at Liberal office.

Remember the Price, 5 and 10c

Bailey Smith was here from
Steins Wednesday.

DIAMOND FROM THE SKY

"jfainncBlocianflfa'B

x

lighting svstem.

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Entertainment
Thursday,

f rorr

was here

.Steins on Monday, bringing with
him a skull found in a cave in thf
mountains north of Steins.

rienty of Fun, Thrills

and

from

Tom Wright made additional
homestead entry before the local
land commissioner Thursday.

Tuesday

SURPRISE GROCERY
STORE COMPANY
fu.anci-cmarkla
fiíopiueiok

Joseph I Cohn, editor of the
Duncan News, was a visitor in
o
the city Wednesday. Mr. Cohn
is enthusiastic over the prosFresh Meats, - Vegetables end pective oil strike at Duncan and
Groceries. PROMPT Deliveries has located property for himself.
Phone No. 6 - 2 Kings
Mr. Cohn is a Duncan booster of
100 per cent boost variety
the
s
S.
Tracl
P.
Store North of
and is a great asset to the community in Arizona to the north.

Services are being held nightly

at the Christian church, Rev.

Vance being in charge.

There will be special Easter
programs at all the churches
Sunday.

SCHOOL NOTES

The regular monthly meeting
of the Patron's Society of Iords- burg was held at the schoolhouse
Thursday. April, 13, 1916. The
new president, Mr. Morningstar,
presided.
The program was
very mtcresting;the first number
was the "Soldiers Chorus" and
"Santa Lucia." eung by the
children of the Cth, 7th, 8th. and
10th grades. Next Miss Veacn
gave a lesson in phoneticreading
to ono of her classes. The, purpose was not to show how well
the children rend but how they
lessons by this
are taught ns-Following this there
svstem.
was a discussion, open to the
meeting, on "Music, Drawing,
Domestic Science and Agriculture
and their Relation to theSchools."
This discussion was opened by
Mrs.Joe Nygren and Mrs. Lewis.
Some very interesting questions
and anwers followed. President
Morningstar then opened a
as to th value of vocational training, this too was of
unusual interests. After these
discussions, the business was attended to and the meeting ad
journed. It is well to remember
that the Patrons' Society deserves the presence of all who
afe interested in the school.

inn

Is Your

ffirei Fur

ELECTRIC LIGHTS ?

That is the first question asked
by those renting or buying homes.

HAVE IT DONE NOW
You will be surprised to learn
how little it costs to have your
home wired.

Estimates Furnished

diss-cussi-

BwssstM

Truck Delivery
For Ice

ICE

POWER

Mb

Lorasunrff

Joe Hollen arrived in the city
:
REDROCK
Wednesday evening and will visit
M.
J.
ia
Harner
in rl P.
here for a short time.
business.
W. M. Stamps and family
Ed Head is un -frnm
- . . riinon
untan v,....
uu"
Mrs. J. A. Baird of Alamo-gord- move8 to Bowie, Ariz., this week mg beef cattle. r
Mrs. R. H. WnnAa ;D;tj
e
N. M.. is here for a few where Mr. Stamps is employed
oimon last week.
weeks the guest of Mrs. M. W. by the S. P.
Georere Utter., nf sto.ni
i.
McGrath. Mrs. Baird is a grandmother of Mary and Walter Jimmie Hughes has bought was here last week visiting
and
....
Pr. .DeMoss' Overland touring lookinc over tVio mining ,,
McGrath.
of this district.
car.
Cattle insDector MrPor-- Vmo
George Cureton was here from
Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Carl n the past few days in this secBEST ON EARTH Every Loaf Wrapped
White Signal the last of the Washburn of the Animas, a tion. It isn't known whether
he got
week.
what
he
was after or not.
daughter.
C G. WlUfonc nf PVi;ioo1V.J
Mrs. Curtis was operated upon chief promoter of the Redrock dam, Where Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. HeadMr. and Mrs. R. B. Powell,
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Lowe. Miss by Dr. DeMoss Tuesday and is and A. G. Hillberir. a hvHronii- for everything in the Bakery Line. Special orders for
gineer of New York City, arrived quarters
Leona Walton and W.H. Neblett recovering nicely.
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
iuuuuayio maice a thorough examof Silver City were visitors here
G. D. Richie of Richmond, N. ination of the
Saturday evening.
We Have tiie Business, and we Want YOUR Business
M. was here Wednesday en route ,and upon this report depends the
success
or
the failure of
home after a visit at his old home
proOur Guarantee Protects You.
Orders Solicited
The Odd Fellows will give a in Texas.
ject. From here they eo totheLords.
banquet Monday evening at the
burg, Tyrone, Silver City, Santa
Phone 38 x
K. of P. Hall which promises to
Jack Woods left Friday for Jtiita and Mogollón.
G. E. Haltom, Manager
Nesch, Proprietor
Paul
eclipse all events of this charact- Canadian Texas to visit his
er. A Musical program will also mother who is very poorly.
Local and Personal
be given.
$vvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
The Liberal has been late getL.
Carter,
TVi
-father nf ItWUVl c
Mrs. Frank McCarthy and ting out for the past two weeks mea J.
in silver City on
Sundaughter Rosemary arrived here owing to press trouble. George day
Fhone42 BuigK
Phone42
at the R. & N. hos
Sunday afternoon and will spend S. Mullarkey ropaired the press pital.night
Mr.
Well
Carter
WSS
Irnom
week
and
was
Liberal
last
the
a month here the guest of her
throughout the southwest and has
W. M. BENTLEY. Proprietor
mother, Mrs. M. M. Stevens. able to get out by evening.
many, mends who mourn his
Mrs. McCarthy" is well known
Uncle Ed Cosper, John Hagan death.
here and has a host of friends
PLACE-A- NY
Grand Lecturer Kelly of the Ma
and
Dr. R, D Broyles were here
who are always glad to welcome
sonic
is
city
Order
in the
for a few
her back to the best little town from Duncan Wednesday.
days. Mr. Kelly has just return
in the southwest.
begun
Heather and Moran have
ed from a trip to Galveston, Texas,
Careful Drivers
Reasonable Rates
work on the handsome new resi for the benefit of his wife s health.
dence of Harry Wright. It will Mrs. Kelly remained in Darning
SVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV-wVVVVVVV.- )
be completed by the first of May. visiting her son, while Mr. Kelly at- 85 MINE CAMP CLEANS UP
tenoed to lodge affairs.
City
Rose
John
Silver
of
ar
Establishing; a precedent that
J. H. Fitzpatrick, Sr., and Jr.,
Lordsburg should follow, the 85 rived here Sunday night to accept were here several days the first
Club,
position
a
Mint
at
the
Mining Company has started in a
of the week from Indian Springs.
campaign of spring cleaning. Tin Johnie is a good baseball player Arizona.
cans, ashes and all debris is being and held a star position with the
A concrete jail'at the 85 mine
camp and every ef- bilver City Jr., team. It is likely
hauled out-ofort make to make the camp healthy tnat he will make the local team was completed this week by con
this summer.
and good looking.
tractor Jack Heather.
Rev. J. A. Land will preach at
the Baptist church here Sunday
morning and evening.
-
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Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
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Nesch's Butter Crust. Bread
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Lordsburg's First Class Bakery.
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We sell so many

A

of these

Tourina Car Service

famously good chocolates that
we can always supply any of the

Johnston popular assortment.
And always Fresh

THE MINT CLUB
HARRY

r ARRIOR

J

-

PBOPEJETOB

85 Mine Directory

Owner

Distributors For

FRESH MEATS

8

Prompt Unliveries made in Lordsburo;

X

teosoooooooeocooooooooooooi
noQCOooooeoeeoot

SCH3LITZ

AUTO DELIVERY

J.

W. JOHNSON
THE

Town Prices at the 85 mine
jcamp. Free Automobile De-- ;
;iivery anywnere in una vicm- i
iiiy. uei jonnson s rnces
fore You Buy.
1

ise-x-

BEER THAT

MADE

MILWAUKEE

FAMOUS

H1LL&HILL WHISKEY
Prices Gladly Quoted on Request

Mine Machinery

BERT RAMSAY & COMPANY
EL PASO, TEXAS

HOISTS, mining, milling and
power machinery at prices that
will surprise you.
We t e s t every machine that
leaves our shop, and cover it with

our guarantee.

113

Durango Street,

AEIZOITA
J.

ZB-I- R

L. ALLEN, Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars

Write U For Price
WRECKING

CO.

El Paso, Texan

1916.

Claimant names as witnesses t
Preston L. Ward. Kittle L. Ward, James N
Isaacs, Holmes Maddox. all of Animas, N. M.
Apr
John L. Burns Ide, Register.

14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

Who Will Be The First?
'

American
National writes,
Life, Accident and Health In
surance. J. B. Crowell, district

The Newest Place in Town
KEG BEER ON TAP

We Will Open Our

Savings Department

manager.

AND ALL POPULAR BRANDS

SOUTHWESTERN

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Office at Laa Cruce., N. M., April 11. 116.
Notice ia hereby given that Catharine Nel
son, of Anima, N. M., who, on March 7, 1918,
made homestead entry No. 08144 for NMi 8Ehi ;
SWV4. Section 17, Township
SWVi SEVi : NE
80 S.. Range 20 W.. N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. B. 'Ward. U. S, Commli,
sioner, at Animas, N. M., on the 26tfi day of
May

85 MINE STORE

I

Real Estate

Insurance

Morninostar
& Augus linn
i

85" Meat Market
L. SWINK,

j

f

oocosocooeocoooooeoo

II.

TIME

ANY

These are the kind you see
advertised in
thb Saturday Evening Post
and are What Sho Wants

El Paso Ice Cream and Cold
Stevens' Ice

Drinks at Mrs.
Cream Parlor.

High class tailoring, cleaning, press
inir and alterincr. Ladies and Gentle
mens suits made at home from $18.00
to JB4U.UU.
See M. F. r arrer, the
tailor. 4.

Men to sell nursery
Wanted:
stock. Steady employment. Paid
weekly. Established forty years,
Ottawa Star Nuraeriea, Ottawa,
Kansas.
2t

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS,
si they connot
feuch the seat of the dieue, Cuturrh U I bluod
or cunHtltutiuiial disease, and tu onler to cure It
you must take Internal remalles. Hall's Catarrh
Lure la tik.il liiUrually, and acts directly unou
tlie blood slid mucous surfaivs. Hall's Catarrh
Cure Is nut a quack uieülclu.
It svas prescribed by one ut the brat pliyslclaua In this
country f.ir
snd Is s regular prcacriutlun.
It Is componed of the beat tonics kuotvn, cum.
blned
llb the best blood purltiers. actlnir directly on the mucous surfaces. Tbe perfect
c unlilnation
proof the two Inareilleuts la
cures auch wonderful rcuita iu curlugwhat
catarrh.
Send fur testimonials, free.
r. J. CHENEY
co.. Props., Toledo,
Sold by DruKflats,
.

price T3c.

a

Take Ball's Family rills fur couatluittoo.
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INTEREST

COMPOUNDED

HOW SAVINGS
0NT1SAVINGS
$ 5.00

7.00
10. 00

20.00

FOR

$

1

YEAR

4

Y

cent

GROW

FOR 5 YEARS FOR10YEARS

61.30
85.22
122.60
245.20

$

332.10
464.94
664.20
1328.40

$

736.60
1031.24

1473.20
2946.40-

-

Open A Savings Account Now

First National Bank

Lordsburg,

New Mexico

